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DATA ELEMENT COMPARISON PROCESSORS, METHODS, SYSTEMS, AND

INSTRUCTIONS

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

Embodiments described herein generally relate to processors. In particular, embodiments

described herein generally relate to processors to process packed data operands.

Background Information

Many processors have Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) architectures. In SIMD

architectures, a packed data instruction, vector instruction, or SIMD instruction may operate on

multiple data elements or multiple pairs of data elements simultaneously or in parallel. The

processor may have parallel execution hardware responsive to the packed data instruction to

perform the multiple operations simultaneously or in parallel.

Multiple data elements may be packed within one register or memory location as packed

data or vector data. In packed data, the bits of the register or other storage location may be

logically divided into a sequence of data elements. For example, a 256-bit wide packed data

register may have four 64-bit wide data elements, eight 32-bit data elements, sixteen 16-bit data

elements, etc. Each of the data elements may represent a separate individual piece of data (e.g.,

a pixel color, a component of a complex number, etc.), which may be operated upon separately

and/or independently of the others.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention may best be understood by referring to the following description and

accompanying drawings that are used to illustrate embodiments. In the drawings:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a portion of an example sparse matrix.

Figure 2 illustrates a compressed sparse row representation of a subset of the columns of

rows 1 and 2 of the sparse matrix of Figure 1.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a processor that is operative to perform

an embodiment of a data element comparison instruction.

Figure 4 is a block flow diagram of an embodiment of a method of performing an

embodiment of a data element comparison instruction.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of a first example embodiment of a data element comparison

operation.

Figure 6 is a block diagram of a second example embodiment of a data element

comparison operation.

Figure 7 is a block diagram of a third example embodiment of a data element comparison

operation.



Figure 8 i s a block diagram o f a fourth example embodiment o f a data element comparison

operation.

Figure 9 i s a block diagram o f a n example o f a masked data element consolidate operation.

Figure 1 0 i s a block diagram o f a n example embodiment o f a suitable set o f packed data

operation mask registers.

Figure 1 1 i s a block diagram o f a n example embodiment o f a suitable set o f packed data

registers.

Figures 12A -C are block diagrams illustrating a generic vector friendly instruction format

and instruction templates thereof, according t o embodiments o f the invention.

Figure 13A-B i s a block diagram illustrating a n exemplary specific vector friendly

instruction format and a n opcode field, according t o embodiments o f the invention.

Figure 14A-D i s a block diagram illustrating a n exemplary specific vector friendly

instruction format and fields thereof, according t o embodiments o f the invention.

Figure 5 i s a block diagram o f a n embodiment o f a register architecture.

Figure 16A i s a block diagram illustrating a n embodiment o f a n in-order pipeline and a n

embodiment o f a register renaming out-of-order issue/execution pipeline.

Figure 16B i s a block diagram o f a n embodiment o f processor core including a front end

unit coupled t o a n execution engine unit and both coupled t o a memory unit.

Figure 17A i s a block diagram o f a n embodiment o f a single processor core, along with its

connection t o the on-die interconnect network, and with its local subset o f the Level 2 (L2)

cache.

Figure 17B i s a block diagram o f a n embodiment o f a n expanded view o f part o f the

processor core o f Figure 17A.

Figure 1 8 i s a block diagram o f a n embodiment o f a processor that may have more than

one core, may have a n integrated memory controller, and may have integrated graphics.

Figure 1 9 i s a block diagram o f a first embodiment o f a computer architecture.

Figure 2 0 i s a block diagram o f a second embodiment o f a computer architecture.

Figure 2 1 i s a block diagram o f a third embodiment o f a computer architecture.

Figure 2 2 i s a block diagram o f a fourth embodiment o f a computer architecture.

Figure 2 3 i s a block diagram o f use o f a software instruction converter t o convert binary

instructions in a source instruction set t o binary instructions in a target instruction set, according

t o embodiments o f the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION O F EMBODIMENTS

Disclosed herein are data element comparison instructions, processors t o execute the

instructions, methods performed b y the processors when processing o r executing the instructions,



and systems incorporating one or more processors to process or execute the instructions. In the

following description, numerous specific details are set forth (e.g., specific instruction

operations, data formats, processor configurations, microarchitectural details, sequences of

operations, etc.). However, embodiments may be practiced without these specific details. In

other instances, well-known circuits, structures and techniques have not been shown in detail to

avoid obscuring the understanding of the description.

The data element comparison instructions disclosed herein are general-purpose instructions

and are not limited to any known use. Rather, these instructions may be used for different

purposes and/or in different ways based on the creativity of the programmer, compiler, or the

like. In some embodiments, these instructions may be used to process data that is associated

with sparse matrices, although the scope of the invention is not so limited. In some

embodiments, these instructions may be used to process data associated with a compressed

sparse row (CSR) representation, although the scope of the invention is not so limited. To

further illustrate certain concepts, specific uses of these instructions to process indices in a CSR

format, which may be used to represent indices and values of a sparse matrix, will be described,

although it is to be appreciated that this is just one possible use of these instructions.

Representatively, this may be useful in data analytics, high performance computing, machine

learning, sparse linear algebra problems, and the like. In other embodiments, these instructions

may be used to process other types of data besides sparse matrices and/or CSR format data. For

example, these instructions may be used to process various different types of data, such as, for

example, multimedia data, graphics data, sound data, video data, pixels, text string data,

character string data, financial data, other types of integer data, or the like. Moreover, such

processing of data may be used for different purposes, such as, for example, to identify duplicate

data elements, select duplicate data elements, consolidate duplicate data elements, remove

duplicate data elements, alter duplicate data elements, or for various other purposes.

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a portion of an example sparse matrix 100. The matrix

generally represents a two-dimensional data structure in which data values are arranged into

rows and columns. The data values may also be referred to herein simply as values or data

elements. The illustrated example sparse matrix is shown to have at least thirty nine columns

and at least two rows, and optionally more. Alternatively, other sparse matrices may have more

rows and/or fewer or more columns. The values of the first row are shown as a* values, where

the asterisk (*) represents the column number having the value. Similarly, the values of the

second row are shown as b* values, where the asterisk (*) represents the column number having

the value. For example, the value in row 1 column 7 is a7, the value in row 1 column 23 is a23,

the value in row 2 column 15 is bl5, and so on.



In many different applications it may be desirable to operate on two vectors, such as, for

example, two rows of the sparse matrix. For example, this may be performed for sparse vector

dot product calculations. Such sparse vector dot product calculations are commonly used in

machine learning applications, for example. Examples of such machine learning applications are

the kernelized support vector machine (SVM), the open source libSVM, kernelized principal

component analysis, and the like. A frequently used kernel in such applications is the squared

distance computation pattern, which is also known as the L2-norm between two vectors. The

squared distance function, f , ( || f || ) between two vectors a and β is represented by Equation 1:

The inner-product (·) between the two vectors a and β, which may be sparse vectors, is

represented as a dot product calculation as shown in Equation 2:

Such sparse vector dot product calculations tend to significantly contribute to the overall

computational time of machine learning and other applications. Accordingly, increasing the

performance of performing such sparse vector dot product calculations may tend to help improve

the performance of machine learning as well as other applications.

Referring again to Figure 1, the sparse matrix 100 may be referred to as sparse when a

significant number or proportion of the values of the matrix are zero values. Often, such zero

values have special mathematical properties, such as, for example, multiplication by zero

generates a product of zero, or the like. For example, in the case of multiplication of values in

different rows of the same column, such zero values may generate zero valued products, whereas

multiplication of two non-zero values may generate non-zero values. By way of example,

multiplication of the data elements in rows 1 and 2 of column 2 (i.e., a2*0) generates a product

of zero, whereas multiplication of the data elements in rows 1 and 2 of column 3 (i.e., a3*b3)

generates a non-zero product. Further, in the specific case of a multiply accumulate or dot

product type of calculation, often such zero values may not contribute to the overall

accumulation value or dot product.

Accordingly, in these and certain other uses, it may be desired to ignore these zero values

of the sparse matrix. In the sparse matrix of this particular example, as shown by reference

number 102 there are only three pairs of values from rows 1 and 2 occupying a common column

which both include non-zero values. Specifically, this is true for a3 and b3, for a7 and b7, and

for a23 and b23. In some embodiments, it may be beneficial to be able to efficiently identify

and/or isolate such pairs of values. As will be explained further below, the data element

comparison instructions disclosed herein are useful for this purpose, although they are not

limited to just this purpose.



Figure 2illustrates acompressed sparse row (CSR) representation 204 ofasubset ofthe
columns ofrows 1and 2ofthe sparse matrix ofFigure 1. Inthe CSR representation orformat,
the values ofthe matrix and/or avector (e.g., asingle row ofthe matrix) are represented bya2-
tuple orpair ofanindex and acorresponding value. Inthe case ofthe aforementioned sparse
matrix, the index may represent the column number, for example, and the value may represent
the data value for agiven row inthat column. These <index:value> 2-tuples orpairs may be
stringed together, generally inincreasing index order, for all non-zero data values inarow. The
end ofthe string may bedemarcated byasentinel value, such as, for example, avalue of
negative one (i.e., -1). The zero values may beomitted from, or"compressed" out of, the CSR
representation. Byway ofexample, the CSR representations for asubset ofthe columns ofrow
1,and for asubset ofthe columns ofrow 2,may berepresented asfollows:

<2:a2>, <3:a3>, <7:a7>, <9:a9>, <12:al2>, <13:al3>, ... <39:a39>
<3:b3>, <5:b5>, <6:b6>, <7:b7>, <ll:bll>, <15:bl5>, ... <31:b31>
Ascan bereadily seen, such aCSR format omits the zero values (e.g., which may benon-

contributing toadot product orother type ofoperation). However one likely consequence ofthe
CSR representation orformat isthat values that were inthe same column ofamatrix (or set of
vectors), such asthe data values a3and b3, may not beinthe same relative 2-tuple position
and/or be"aligned", when converted into the CSR representation due inpart tothe removal of
generally different numbers ofzeroes and/or zeroes indifferent positions inthe different vectors.
This lack ofalignment isshown inthe illustration byreference numeral 206. For example, inthe
matrix ofFigure 1, the values a3and b3were both incolumn 3and were vertically aligned,
although inthe CSR representations ofrows 1and 2,the tuple <3:a3> isinthe second position
from the left inthe list oftuples (e.g., since a3isthe second non-zero value inrow 1), whereas
the row 2pair <3:b3> isinthe first position from the left inthe list oftuples (e.g., since b3isthe
first non-zero value inrow 2). Similarly, the data elements a7and b7, and a23 and b23, may also
beindifferent relative positions inthe CSR format.

One likely consequence ofthis, when processing data invector, packed data, orSingle
Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) processors, isthat values that were inthe same column ofthe
matrix may nolonger beinthe same corresponding vertically aligned data element positions of
packed data operands, vectors, orSIMD operands. Insome embodiments itmay bedesirable to
operate onvalues inthe same column (e.g., inthe case ofavector multiply, etc.). This may tend
topose certain challenges with efficiently implementing operations onsuch values since often
vector, packed data, orSIMD operations are designed tooperate oncorresponding vertically
aligned data elements. For example, aninstruction set may have apacked multiply instruction to
multiply acorresponding pair ofleast significant data elements ofafirst and second source



packed data operands, multiply acorresponding pair ofnext-to-least significant data elements ofthe first and second source packed data operands, and soon. Conversely, the packed multiplyinstruction may not beoperative tomultiply data elements innon-corresponding ornon-vertically aligned positions.

Figure 3isablock diagram ofanembodiment ofaprocessor 310 that isoperative toperform anembodiment ofadata element comparison instruction 312. Insome embodiments,the processor may beageneral-purpose processor (e.g., ageneral-purpose microprocessor orcentral processing unit (CPU) ofthe type used indesktop, laptop, orother computers).Alternatively, the processor may beaspecial-purpose processor. Examples ofsuitable special-purpose processors include, but are not limited to, network processors, communicationsprocessors, cryptographic processors, graphics processors, co-processors, embedded processors,digital signal processors (DSPs), and controllers (e.g., microcontrollers). The processor mayhave any ofvarious complex instruction set computing (CISC) architectures, reduced instructionset computing (RISC) architectures, very long instruction word (VLIW) architectures, hybridarchitectures, other types ofarchitectures, orhave acombination ofdifferent architectures (e.g.,different cores may have different architectures). During operation, the processor 310 may receive the data element comparison instruction312. For example, the instruction may bereceived from memory onabus orother interconnect.The instruction may represent amacroinstruction, assembly language instruction, machine codeinstruction, orother instruction orcontrol signal ofaninstruction set ofthe processor. Insomeembodiments, the data element comparison instruction may explicitly specify (e.g., through oneormore fields oraset ofbits), orotherwise indicate (e.g., implicitly indicate), afirst sourcepacked data operand 322, may specify orotherwise indicate asecond source packed dataoperand 324, and may specify orotherwise indicate atleast one destination storage location 326where afirst result mask operand 328 and optionally asecond result mask operand 330 are tobestored. Insome embodiments, there may beatleast four oratleast eight data elements ineach ofthe first and second source packed data operands. Insome embodiments, the data elements mayrepresent indices corresponding toaCSR representation, although the scope ofthe invention isnot solimited. Asone example, the instruction may have source and/or destination operandspecification fields tospecify registers, memory locations, orother storage locations for theoperands. Alternatively, one ormore ofthese operands may optionally beimplicit totheinstruction (e.g., implicit toanopcode ofthe instruction).Referring again toFigure 3,insome embodiments, the first source packed data operand322 may optionally bestored inafirst packed data register ofaset ofpacked data registers 320,and the second source packed data operand 324 may optionally bestored inasecond packed data



register ofthe set ofpacked data registers 320. Alternatively, memory locations, orother storagelocations, may optionally beused for one ormore ofthese operands. Each ofthe packed dataregisters may represent anon-die storage location that isoperative tostore packed data, vectordata, orSingle instruction, multiple data (SIMD) data. The packed data registers may representarchitecturally-visible orarchitectural registers that are visible tosoftware and/or aprogrammerand/or are the registers indicated byinstructions ofthe instruction set ofthe processor toidentifyoperands. These architectural registers are contrasted toother non-architectural registers inagiven microarchitecture (e.g., temporary registers, reorder buffers, retirement registers, etc.).The packed data registers may beimplemented indifferent ways indifferent microarchitecturesand are not limited toany particular type ofdesign. Examples ofsuitable types ofpacked dataregisters include, but are not limited to, dedicated physical registers, dynamically allocatedphysical registers using register renaming, and combinations thereof. Specific examples ofsuitable packed data registers include, but are not limited to, those shown and described forFigure 11.Referring again toFigure 3,insome embodiments, the processor may optionally include aset ofpacked data operation mask registers 332. Each ofthe packed data operation maskregisters may represent anon-die storage location that isoperative tostore atleast one packeddata operation mask. The packed data operation mask registers may represent architecturally-visible orarchitectural registers that are visible tosoftware and/or aprogrammer and/or are theregisters indicated byinstructions ofthe instruction set ofthe processor toidentify operands.Examples ofsuitable types ofpacked data operation mask registers include, but are not limitedto, dedicated physical registers, dynamically allocated physical registers using register renaming,and combinations thereof. Specific examples ofsuitable packed data operation mask registersinclude, but are not limited to, those shown and described for Figure 10, and the mask ork-maskregisters described atthe back ofthe application. Asfurther shown, insome embodiments, the one ormore destination storage locations 326may, optionally beone ormore packed data operation mask registers inthe set ofpacked dataoperation mask registers 332. Insome embodiments, aswill beexplained further below (e.g., inconjunction with Figure 5), afirst packed data operation mask register may optionally beused tostore the first result mask operand 328, and asecond different packed data operation maskregister may optionally beused tostore the second result mask operand 330. Inotherembodiments, aswill beexplained further below (e.g., inconjunction with Figure 6), asinglepacked data operation mask register may optionally beused tostore both the first result maskoperand 328 and the second result mask operand 330. Instill other embodiments, aswill beexplained further below (e.g., inconjunction with Figure 8), the first result mask operand 328



and the second result mask operand 330 may instead optionally be stored in a packed data

register in the set of packed data registers 320. For example, the result mask operands may be

stored in a different packed data register than those used to store the first and second source

packed data operands. Alternatively, a packed data register used for either the first source

packed data operand or the second source packed data operand may optionally be reused to store

the first and second result mask operands. For example, the instruction may indicate a

source/destination packed data register that may implicitly or impliedly be understood by the

processor to be used both initially for a source packed data operand and subsequently to store the

result mask operands.

Referring again to Figure 3, the processor includes a decode unit or decoder 314. The

decode unit may receive and decode the data element comparison instruction. The decode unit

may output one or more relatively lower-level instructions or control signals 316 (e.g., one or

more microinstructions, micro-operations, micro-code entry points, decoded instructions or

control signals, etc.), which reflect, represent, and/or are derived from the relatively higher-level

data element comparison instruction. In some embodiments, the decode unit may include one or

more input structures (e.g., port(s), interconnect(s), an interface) to receive the data element

comparison instruction, an instruction recognition and decode logic coupled therewith to

recognize and decode the data element comparison instruction, and one or more output structures

(e.g., port(s), interconnect(s), an interface) coupled therewith to output the lower-level

instructions) or control signal(s). The decode unit may be implemented using various different

mechanisms including, but not limited to, microcode read only memories (ROMs), look-up

tables, hardware implementations, programmable logic arrays (PLAs), and other mechanisms

suitable to implement decode units.

In some embodiments, instead of the data element comparison instruction being provided

directly to the decode unit, an instruction emulator, translator, morpher, interpreter, or other

instruction conversion module may optionally be used. Various types of instruction conversion

modules may be implemented in software, hardware, firmware, or a combination thereof. In

some embodiments, the instruction conversion module may be located outside the processor,

such as, for example, on a separate die and/or in a memory (e.g., as a static, dynamic, or runtime

emulation module). By way of example, the instruction conversion module may receive the data

element comparison instruction, which may be of a first instruction set, and may emulate,

translate, morph, interpret, or otherwise convert the data element comparison instruction into one

or more corresponding intermediate instructions or control signals, which may be of a second

different instruction set. The one or more intermediate instructions or control signals of the

second instruction set may be provided to a decode unit (e.g., decode unit 314), which may



decode them into one or more lower-level instructions or control signals executable by native

hardware of the processor (e.g., one or more execution units).

Referring again to Figure 3, the execution unit 318 is coupled with the decode unit 314,

the packed data registers 320, and optionally the packed data operation mask registers 332 (e.g.,

when the result mask operands 328, 330 are to be stored therein). The execution unit may

receive the one or more decoded or otherwise converted instructions or control signals 316 that

represent and/or are derived from the data element comparison instruction. The execution unit

may also receive the first source packed data operand 322 and the second source packed data

operand 324. The execution unit may be operative in response to and/or as a result of the data

element comparison instruction (e.g., in response to the one or more instructions or control

signals decoded from the instruction) to store the first result mask operand 328 and the optional

second result mask operand 330 in the one or more destination storage locations 326 indicated by

the instruction. In some embodiments, at least one result mask operand (e.g., the first result

mask operand 328) may include a different mask element for each corresponding data element in

one of the first and second source packed data operands (e.g., the first source packed data

operand 322) in a same relative position within the operands. In some embodiments, each mask

element may indicate whether the corresponding data element in the aforementioned one of the

first and second source packed data operands (e.g., the first result mask operand 328) equals any

of the data elements in the other of the first and second source packed data operands (e.g., the

second result mask operand 330).

In some embodiments, the first result mask operand 328 may include a different mask

element for each corresponding data element in the first source packed data operand 322 in a

same relative position within the operands, and each mask element of the first result mask

operand 328 may indicate whether the corresponding data element in the first source packed data

operand 322 equals any of the data elements in the second source packed data operand 324. In

some embodiments, the second result mask operand 330 may include a different mask element

for each corresponding data element in the second source packed data operand 330 in a same

relative position within the operands, and each mask element of the second result mask operand

330 may indicate whether the corresponding data element in the second source packed data

operand 324 equals any of the data elements in the first source packed data operand 322. In

some embodiments, each mask element may be a single mask bit. In some embodiments, the

result may be any of those shown and described for Figures 5-8, although the scope of the

invention is not so limited.

The execution unit and/or the processor may include specific or particular logic (e.g.,

transistors, integrated circuitry, or other hardware potentially combined with firmware(e.g.,



instructions stored innon-volatile memory) and/or software) that isoperative toperform the data
element comparison instruction and/or store the result inresponse toand/or asaresult ofthe data
element comparison instruction (e.g., inresponse toone ormore instructions orcontrol signals
decoded from the data element comparison instruction). Insome embodiments, the execution
unit may include one ormore input structures (e.g., port(s), interconnect(s), aninterface) to
receive source operands, circuitry orlogic coupled therewith toreceive and process the source
operands and generate the result operands, and one ormore output structures (e.g., port(s),
interconnect(s), aninterface) coupled therewith tooutput the result operands. Insome
embodiments, the execution unit may optionally include comparison circuitry orlogic coupled
with the data elements ofthe source operands byafully connected crossbar where each data
element inthe first source packed data operand may becompared with each data element inthe
second source packed data operand sothat anall element toall element comparison may be
performed. For example, ifthere are integer Nelements inthe first source packed data operand
and integer Melements inthe second source packed data operand, then N*M comparisons may
beperformed, insome embodiments.

Toavoid obscuring the description, arelatively simple processor 310 has been shown and
described. However, the processor may optionally include other processor components. For
example, various different embodiments may include various different combinations and
configurations ofthe components shown and described for any ofFigures 15-18. All ofthe
components ofthe processor may becoupled together toallow them tooperate asintended.

Figure 4isablock flow diagram ofanembodiment ofamethod 436 ofperforming an
embodiment ofadata element comparison instruction. Invarious embodiments, the method may
beperformed byaprocessor, instruction processing apparatus, orother digital logic device. In
some embodiments, the method 436 may beperformed byand/or within the processor 310 of

Figure 3. The components, features, and specific optional details described herein for the
processor 310, also optionally apply tothe method 436. Alternatively, the method 436 may be
performed byand/or within asimilar ordifferent processor orapparatus. Moreover, the
processor 310 may perform methods that are similar toordifferent than the method 436.

The method includes receiving the data element comparison instruction, atblock 437. In
various aspects, the instruction may bereceived ataprocessor oraportion thereof (e.g., an
instruction fetch unit, adecode unit, abus interface unit, etc.). Invarious aspects, the instruction
may bereceived from anoff-processor and/or off-die source (e.g., from memory, interconnect,
etc.), orfrom anon-processor and/or on-die source (e.g., from aninstruction cache, instruction
queue, etc.). The data element comparison instruction may specify orotherwise indicate afirst
source packed data operand including atleast four data elements, orinsome cases atleast eight



or more data elements, indicate a second source packed data operand including at least four data

elements, or in some cases at least eight or more data elements, and indicate one or more

destination storage locations. In some embodiments, the data elements may represent indices

corresponding to a CSR representation, although the scope of the invention is not so limited.

At least one result mask operand may be stored in the one or more destination storage

locations in response to and/or as a result of the data element comparison instruction, at block

438. The at least one result mask operand may include a different mask element for each

corresponding data element in one of the first and second source packed data operands in a same

relative position within the operands. Each mask element may indicate whether the

corresponding data element in the aforementioned one of the first and second source packed data

operands equals any of the data elements in the other of the first and second source packed data

operands. In some embodiments, at least two result mask operands are stored. In some

embodiments, the two result mask operands may be stored in a single mask register. In other

embodiments, the two result mask operands may be stored in two different mask registers. In

still other embodiments, the two result mask operands may be stored in a packed data operand,

such as, for example, by storing a bit of each of the first and second result mask operands in each

data element of the packed data operand.

The illustrated method involves architectural operations (e.g., those visible from a software

perspective). In other embodiments, the method may optionally include one or more

microarchitectural operations. By way of example, the instruction may be fetched, decoded,

scheduled out-of-order, source operands may be accessed, an execution unit may perform

microarchitectural operations to implement the instruction, etc. In some embodiments, the

microarchitectural operations to implement the instruction may optionally include comparing

each data element of the first source packed data operand with each data element of the second

source packed data operand. In some embodiments, a crossbar based hardware comparison logic

may be used to perform these comparisons.

In some embodiments, the method may optionally be performed during or as part of an

algorithm to accelerate sparse vector-sparse vector arithmetic (e.g., a sparse vector-sparse vector

dot product calculation), although the scope of the invention is not so limited. In some

embodiments, the result mask operands stored in response to the instruction may be used to

consolidate or collect together data elements that the result mask operands indicate are matching

in the source packed data operands. For example, in some embodiments, the result mask

operands may be indicated as a source operand of, and used by, a masked data element

consolidation instruction. In other embodiments, the result mask operand(s) may be minimally

processed and then resulting result mask operand(s) may be indicated as source operand(s)of,



and used by, masked data element consolidation instructions).

Figure 5isablock diagram illustrating afirst example embodiment ofadata element
comparison operation 540 that may beperformed inresponse toafirst example embodiment ofa
data element comparison instruction. The instruction may specify orotherwise indicate afirst
source packed data operand 522, and may specify orotherwise indicate asecond source packed
data operand 524. These source operands may bestored inpacked data registers, memory
locations, orother storage locations, aspreviously described.

Inthe illustrated embodiment, each of the first and second source packed data operands is
a512-bit operand having sixteen 32-bit data elements, although other sized operands, other sized
data elements, and other numbers of data elements, may optionally be used in other
embodiments. Commonly, the number ofdata elements ineach source packed data operand may
beequal tothe size inbits ofthe source packed data operand divided bythe size inbits ofa
single data element. Invarious embodiments, the sizes ofeach ofthe source packed data
operands may be64-bits, 128-bits, 256-bits, 512-bits, or1024-bits, although the scope ofthe
invention isnot solimited. Invarious embodiments, the size ofeach data element may be8-bits,
16-bits, 32-bits, or64-bits, although the scope ofthe invention isnot solimited. Other packed
data operand sizes and data elements sizes are also suitable. Invarious embodiments, there may
beatleast four, atleast eight, atleast sixteen, atleast thirty-two, ormore than thirty-two data
elements (e.g., at least sixty four), ineach ofthe source packed data operands. Often, the
number ofdata elements ineach ofthe first and second source packed data operands may bethe
same, although this isnot required.

Tofurther illustrate, afew illustrative examples of suitable alternate formats will be
mentioned, although the scope ofthe invention isnot limited tojust these formats. Afirst
example format isa128-bit packed byte format that includes sixteen 8-bit data elements. A
second example format isa128-bit packed word format that includes eight 16-bit data elements.
Athird example format isa256-bit packed byte format that includes thirty-two 8-bit data
elements. Afourth example format isa256-bit packed word format that includes sixteen 16-bit
data elements. Afifth example format isa256-bit packed doubleword format that includes eight
32-bit data elements. Asixth example format isa512-bit packed word format that includes
thirty-two 16-bit data elements. Aseventh example format isa512-bit packed doubleword
format that includes sixteen 32-bit data elements. Aneighth example format isa512-bit packed
quadword format that includes eight 64-bit data elements.

Asshown, insome embodiments, inresponse tothe instruction and/or operation, afirst
result mask operand 528 may begenerated and stored inafirst mask register 532-1 indicated by
the instruction, and asecond result mask operand 530 may begenerated and stored inasecond



mask register 532-2 indicated bythe instruction. Insome embodiments, the first and secondsource packed data operands 522, 524 may beinput toanexecution unit 518. The executionunit, responsive tothe instruction (e.g., ascontrolled byone ormore instructions orcontrolsignals 516 decoded from the instruction), may generate and store the result mask operands. Insome embodiments, this may include the execution unit comparing each data element inthe firstsource packed data operand with each data element inthe second source packed data operand.For example, each ofthe sixteen data elements inthe first source packed data operand may becompared with each ofthe sixteen data elements inthe second source packed data operand for atotal oftwo hundred and fifty six comparisons. Each result mask operand may correspond toadifferent one ofthe source packed dataoperands. For example, inthe illustrated embodiment, the first result mask operand maycorrespond tothe first source packed data operand, and the second result mask operand maycorrespond tothe second source packed data operand. Insome embodiments, each result maskoperand may have the same number ofmask elements asthe number ofdata elements inthecorresponding source packed data operand. Inthe illustrated embodiments, each ofthe maskelements isasingle bit. Asshown, the first result mask operand may have sixteen 1-bit maskelements each corresponding toadifferent one ofthe sixteen data elements ofthe first sourcepacked data operand inasame relative position within the operands, and the second result maskoperand may have sixteen 1-bit mask elements each corresponding toadifferent one ofthesixteen data elements ofthe second source packed data operand inasame relative positionwithin the operands. Inthe case ofother numbers ofdata elements inother embodiments, ifafirst source packed data operand has Ndata elements, and asecond source packed data operandhas Mdata elements, then N*M comparisons may beperformed, and afirst N-bit result maskcorresponding tothe first source packed data operand may bestored, and asecond M-bit resultmask corresponding tothe second source packed data operand may bestored.Insome embodiments, each mask element may have avalue (e.g., inthis case abit value)toindicate whether ornot its corresponding source data element (e.g., inthe same relativeposition) inits corresponding source packed data operand matched any ofthe source dataelements inthe other non-corresponding source packed data operand. For example, each bit inthe first result mask operand may have abit value toindicate whether ornot its correspondingdata element (e.g., inthe same relative position) inthe first source packed data operand matchedany ofthe data elements inthe second source packed data operand, whereas each bit inthesecond result mask operand may have abit value toindicate whether ornot its correspondingdata element (e.g., inthe same relative position) inthe second source packed data operandmatched any ofhedata elements inthe first source packed data operand. According toone



possible convention which isused inthe illustrated embodiment, each mask bit that isset to
binary one (i.e., 1)may indicate that its corresponding data element inits corresponding source
packed data operand matches orequals atleast one data element inthe other non-corresponding
source packed data operand. Incontrast, each mask bit that iscleared tobinary zero (i.e., 0)may
indicate that its corresponding data element inits corresponding source packed data operand
does not match orequal any ofthe data elements inthe other non-corresponding source packed
data operand. The opposite convention isalso suitable for other embodiments.

For example, inthe particular illustrated example embodiment the only data elements in
the first source packed data operand that match orequal data elements inthe second source
packed data operand are those with the values of3,7,and 23. Considering the first source
packed data operand, the data element ofvalue 3isthe second data element position from the
left orleast significant bit, the data element ofvalue 7isthe third data element position from the
left orleast significant bit, and the data element ofvalue 23isthe tenth data element position
from the left orleast significant bit. Correspondingly, inthe first result mask operand, only the
second, third, and tenth mask bits from the left orleast significant end are set tobinary one (i.e.,
1)toindicate that the corresponding data elements inthe first source packed data operand match
atleast one data element inthe second source packed data operand, whereas all others bits are
cleared tobinary zero (i.e., 0)toindicate the corresponding data elements inthe first source
packed data operand donot match any data elements inthe second source packed data operand.

Likewise, considering the second source packed data operand, the data element ofvalue 3
isthe first data element position from the left orleast significant bit, the data element ofvalue 7
isthe fourth data element position from the left orleast significant bit, and the data element of
value 23isthe ninth data element position from the left orleast significant bit. Correspondingly,
inthe second result mask operand, only the first, fourth, and ninth mask bits from the left orleast
significant end are set tobinary one (i.e., 1)toindicate that the corresponding data elements in
the second source packed data operand match atleast one data element inthe first source packed
data operand, whereas all others bits are cleared tobinary zero (i.e., 0)toindicate the
corresponding data elements inthe second source packed data operand donot match any data
elements inthe first source packed data operand.

Insome embodiments, the first and second mask registers may represent registers ofaset
ofarchitectural registers ofaprocessor that are tobeused bymasked packed data instructions of
aninstruction set ofthe processor toperform packed data operation masking, predication, or
conditional control. For example, insome embodiments, the first and second mask registers may
beregisters inthe set ofpacked data operation mask registers 322 ofFigure 3.The masked
packed data instructions may beoperative toindicate (e.g., have afield toindicate) the mask



registers as source operands to be used to mask, predicate, or conditionally control a packed data

operation. In some embodiments, the masking, predication, or conditional control may be

provided at per-data element granularity so that operations on different data elements, or pairs of

corresponding data elements, may be masked, predicated, or conditionally controlled separately

and/or independently of the others. For example, each mask bit may have a first value to allow

the operation to be performed and allow the corresponding result data element to be stored in the

destination, or may have a second different value to not allow the operation to be performed

and/or not allow the corresponding result data element to be stored in the destination. According

to one possible convention, a mask bit cleared tobinary zero (i.e., 0) may represent a masked out

operation for which a corresponding operation isn't to be performed and/or a corresponding

result isn't to be stored, whereas a mask bit set to binary one (i.e., 1) may represent an unmasked

operation for which a corresponding operation is to be performed and a corresponding result is to

be stored. The opposite convention is also possible.

In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 5, the first and second result mask operands are

stored in different mask registers (e.g., different packed data operation mask registers). One

possible advantage, for some embodiments, is that each result mask operand and/or mask register

may be directly suitable for use as a source packed data operation mask operand for a masked or

predicated packed data instruction, such as a masked or predicated data element consolidation

instruction (such as, for example, a VPCOMPRESS instruction), although the scope of the

invention is not limited to such a use. By way of example, two instances of the masked or

predicated data element consolidation instruction may each use a different one of the first and

second result mask operands, substantially without any additional processing of the first and

second result mask operands being needed, as a source mask, predicate, or conditional control

operand for a data element consolidation operation. For example, the unmasked bits or mask

elements of the result masks or mask registers may correspond to matching indices of CSR

tuples that were compared and the masked or predicated data element consolidation instruction

may use these unmasked bits or mask elements to consolidate together the corresponding values

of these CSR tuples. Further details of how such masked or predicated data element

consolidation instructions may beused in this way will be discussed further below.

Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating a second example embodiment of a data element

comparison operation 640 that may be performed in response to a second example embodiment

of a data element comparison instruction. The operation 640 has certain similarities to the

operation 540 of Figure 5. To avoid obscuring the description, the different and/or additional

characteristics for the operation 640 will primarily be described, without repeating all the

optionally similar or common characteristics and details relative to the operation 540. However,



it is to be appreciated that the previously described characteristics and details of the operation

540, including the variations and alternate embodiments thereof, may also optionally apply to the

operation 640, unless stated otherwise or otherwise clearly apparent.

As in the embodiment of Figure 6, the instruction may specify or otherwise indicate a first

source packed data operand 622, and may specify or otherwise indicate a second source packed

data operand 624. The first and second source packed data operands may be input to an

execution unit 618. The execution unit, responsive to the instruction (e.g., as controlled by one

or more instructions or control signals 616 decoded from the instruction), may generate and store

a first result mask operand 628 and a second result mask operand 630.

One difference of the embodiment of Figure 6, relative to the embodiment of Figure 5, is

that the first and second result mask operands are stored in a single mask register 632, instead of

each being stored in a different mask register (e.g., the first mask register 532- 1 and the second

mask register 532-2). Specifically, the first result mask operand 628 is stored in a least

significant 16-bits of the single mask register, and the second result mask operand 630 is stored

in a next adjacent 16-bits of the single mask register. Alternatively, the positions of the first and

second mask operands may optionally be swapped. In this case, a least significant portion of the

single mask register (e.g., the least significant 16-bits) corresponds to one of the source packed

data operands (e.g., in this case the first source packed data operand), and a more significant

portion of the single mask register (e.g., the next more significant 16-bits) corresponds to another

one of the source packed data operands (e.g., in this case the second source packed data

operand). In the illustration, the mask register is shown as having only 32-bits, although in other

embodiments it may have fewer or more, such as, for example, 64-bits.

In some embodiments, the least significant first result mask operand may be directly

suitable for use as a source packed data operation mask operand for a masked packed data

instruction, such as a masked or predicated data element consolidation instruction (e.g., such as,

for example, a VPCOMPRESS instruction), although the scope of the invention is not limited to

such a use. Moreover, a simple shift may be used to shift bits [16:31] of the mask register into

bits [0:15] so that the second result mask operand may be directly suitable for use as a source

packed data operation mask operand for a masked packed data instruction, such as a masked or

predicated data element consolidation instruction (e.g., such as, for example, a VPCOMPRESS

instruction), although the scope of the invention is not limited to such a use.

Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating a third example embodiment of a data element

comparison operation 740 that may be performed in response to a third example embodiment of

a data element comparison instruction. The operation 740 has certain similarities to the

operation 540 of Figure 5. To avoid obscuring the description, the different and/or additional



characteristics for the operation 740 will primarily be described, without repeating all the

optionally similar or common characteristics and details relative to the operation 540. However,

it is to be appreciated that the previously described characteristics and details of the operation

540, including the variations and alternate embodiments thereof, may also optionally apply to the

operation 740, unless stated otherwise or otherwise clearly apparent.

As in the embodiment of Figure 7, the instruction may specify or otherwise indicate a first

source packed data operand 722, and may specify or otherwise indicate a second source packed

data operand 724. The first and second source packed data operands may be input to an

execution unit 718. The execution unit, responsive to the instruction (e.g., as controlled by one

or more instructions or control signals 716 decoded from the instruction), may generate and store

a result.

One difference of the embodiment of Figure 7, relative to the embodiment of Figure 5, is

that the execution unit 718 may only generate and store a single result mask operand 728. In

some embodiments, the single result mask operand may be stored in a mask register (e.g., a

packed data operation mask register). In some embodiments, the single result mask operand may

correspond to one of the first and second source packed data operands (e.g., in the illustrated

example the first source packed data operand). In some embodiments, the result mask operand

728 and/or mask register 732 may be directly suitable for use as a source packed data operation

mask operand for a masked packed data instruction, such as a masked or predicated data element

consolidation instruction (e.g., such as, for example, a VPCOMPRESS instruction), although the

scope of the invention is not limited to such a use. A different instance of the instruction (with

the same opcode) may be performed again to generate the result mask operand for the other

source packed data operand.

Figure 8 is a block diagram illustrating a fourth example embodiment of a data element

comparison operation 840 that may be performed in response to a fourth example embodiment of

a data element comparison instruction. The operation 840 has certain similarities to the

operation 540 of Figure 5. To avoid obscuring the description, the different and/or additional

characteristics for the operation 840 will primarily be described, without repeating all the

optionally similar or common characteristics and details relative to the operation 540. However,

it is to be appreciated that the previously described characteristics and details of the operation

540, including the variations and alternate embodiments thereof, may also optionally apply to the

operation 840, unless stated otherwise or otherwise clearly apparent.

As in the embodiment of Figure 8, the instruction may specify or otherwise indicate a first

source packed data operand 822, and may specify or otherwise indicate a second source packed

data operand 824. The first and second source packed data operands may be input toan



execution unit 818. The execution unit, responsive tothe instruction (e.g., ascontrolled byoneormore instructions orcontrol signals 816 decoded from the instruction), may generate and storeafirst result mask operand 828 and asecond result mask operand 830.One difference ofthe embodiment ofFigure 8,relative tothe embodiment ofFigure5,isthat the execution unit 818 may generate and store the first and second result mask operands 828,830 inaresult packed data operand 820. For example, the result packed data operand may bestored inapacked data register, memory location, orother storage location. Inoneembodiments, the result packed data operand orregister may bea512-bit operand orregister,although the scope ofthe invention isnot solimited. Another difference isthat the mask bits ofthe first and second result mask operands may bedisposed within other non-mask bits. Asshown, there may betwo bits ineach result data element inthe result packed data operand usedasmask bits. One ofthese two bits ineach data element may beused for the first result maskoperand, whereas the other may beused for the second result mask operand. For example, thetwo least significant bits ofeach data element may optionally beused, the two most significantbits ofeach data element may optionally beused, the least significant and the most significantbits may optionally beused, orsome other set ofbits may optionally beused. Inthe illustratedembodiment, the two least significant bits are used, and the least significant bit ofthe two isusedfor the first mask operand while the more significant bit ofthe two isused for the second maskoperand, although this isnot required. The following pseudocode represents one example embodiment ofadata elementcomparison instruction named VXB ARCMPU :VXBARCMPU{Q|DQ} VDEST, SRC1, SRC2//Instruction generates 2masks for nindices ineach ofSRC 1and SRC2//VDEST, SRC1, and SRC2 are each apacked data registerVDEST =0;//initialize, VDEST holds the final 2bit masksfori -1ton//n=16 (Q) or8(DQ)forj -lton//n=16 (Q) or8(DQ)bool match =(SRCl.elementfi] =SRC2.element[j]) ?1:0 //η 2comparisonsVDEST.element[i].bit[0] =VDEST.element[i].bit[0] |match; //bitOVDEST.element[j].bit[l] =VDEST.element[j].bit[l] |match; //bitlInthis pseudocode, Qrepresents a32-bit quadword, whereas DQrepresents a64-bitdouble quadword. The symbol "|" represents logical OR. The term "match" representscomparison for equality, for example, ofintegers.Now, inthe embodiments ofFigures 5-8, each ofthe bits inthe result mask operandprovides asummary orcumulative indication ofwhether ornot its corresponding source data



element matched any ofthe source data elements inthe other non-corresponding operand. Also,inthe embodiments ofFigures5-8, each result mask operand has the same number ofmask bitsasthe number ofdata elements inits corresponding source operand. Assuch, these mask bits areinaformat that isgenerally well suited for use asamask operand for amasked packed datainstruction, such asamasked orpredicated data element consolidation instruction (e.g., amaskedVPCOMPRESS instruction). Analternate possible approach would betostore anumber ofper-comparison bits equal innumber tothe number ofcomparisons made. Each ofthese bits alone would not provide asummary orcumulative indication ofwhether ornot its corresponding source data elementmatched any ofthe source data elements inthe other non-corresponding operand. Rather, eachofthese per-comparison bits would correspond toasingle comparison performed between adifferent combination ofadata element ofthe first source packed data operand and adataelement ofthe second source packed data operand. For example, inthe case oftwo sourcepacked data operands each having Ndata elements, N*N comparisons may beperformed, andN*N result mask bits may bestored using this alternate approach. For example, inthe case oftwo sixteen data element operands, two hundred and fifty six may beperformed, and a256-bitresult mask may bestored, instead ofjust two 16-bit result masks.However, one potential drawback with such analternate approach isthat the result maskoperand may tend tobeinaless useful and/or efficient format for certain types ofsubsequentoperations. For example, nosingle such per-comparison bit indicates whether ornot adataelement inone source has amatching data element inthe other source, without furtherprocessing. Assuch, these per-comparison result mask bits may not, without further processing,beaswell suited for use asamask operand for amasked packed data instruction, such asamasked orpredicated data element consolidation instruction (e.g., amasked VPCOMPRESSinstruction). Inaddition, the additional bits provided for all comparison results may tend totakeupmore interconnect bandwidth, register space, power, etc.Incontrast, each ofthe first and second result mask operands 528, 530 and/or first andsecond mask registers 532-1, 532-2 may bedirectly useable asasource mask byamaskedpacked data instruction (e.g., amasked VPCOMPRESS instruction). Likewise, the first resultmask operand 628 may bedirectly useable asasource mask byamasked packed data instruction(e.g., amasked VPCOMPRESS instruction), and the second result mask operand 630 may beeasily made directly useable (e.g., byasimple 16-bit shift). Likewise, the result mask operand728 and/or mask register 732 may bedirectly useable asasource mask byamasked packed datainstruction (e.g., amasked VPCOMPRESS instruction). Inany ofthe embodiments shown inFigures3-8, insome embodiments, ifitisfixed for



the instruction (e.g., fixed orimplicit toanopcode ofthe instruction), orcan beotherwise
assured, that the data elements ofthe source operands are each arranged inascending order (e.g.,
asmay bethe case when working with indices ofCSR format data orwhen working with certain
other types ofdata), certain comparisons may optionally beavoided. For example, comparisons
may beavoided when itcan bereadily determined that none ofthe elements inthe source packed
data operands would match. Byway ofexample, logic may beincluded totest ifeither the least
significant data element inthe first source packed data operand isgreater than the most
significant data element inthe second source packed data operand orthe most significant data
element inthe first source packed data operand isless than the least significant data element in
the second source packed data operand and ifeither ofthese istrue toavoid comparing each data
element ofone source with each data element ofthe other source. Onthe one hand this may help
toreduce power consumption, but isoptional not required.

Figure 9isablock diagram ofanexample ofamasked data element consolidate operation
996 that may beperformed inresponse toamasked data element consolidate instruction. One
example ofsuch aninstruction suitable for embodiments isaVPCOMRESSD instruction inx86,
although the use ofthis instruction isnot required.

The masked data element consolidate instruction may indicate asource packed data
operand 997. Insome embodiments, the source packed data operand may store data values that
correspond toindices ofaCSR format For example, the source packed data operand may store
data values that correspond toindices ofone ofthe first source packed data operands 522, 622,
722, or822. With reference again tothe sparse matrix of Figure 1, the data value a3
corresponds tothe index 3ofcolumn 3,the data value a7corresponds tothe index 7ofcolumn
7,and soon.

The masked data element consolidate instruction may also indicate asource mask operands
928. Invarious embodiments, the source mask operand may bethe first result mask operand
528, the first result mask operand 628, orthe result mask operand 728. Alternatively, the result
packed data operand 820 may beminimally processed togenerate the source mask operand 928.

The source packed data operand 997 and the source mask operand 928 may beprovided to
anexecution unit 918. The execution unit may beoperative inresponse tothe instruction and/or
operation tostore the result packed data operand 998. In some embodiments, the
instruction/operation may cause the execution unit tocontiguously store active data elements in
the source packed data operand 997, which correspond tomask bits ofthe source mask operand
928 insame relative positions that are set tobinary one, toleast significant data element
positions ofthe result packed data operand. All remaining data elements ofthe result packed
data operand may becleared tozero. Asshown, the three values a3, a7, and a23 ofthe source



packed data operand, which are the only three active values with corresponding set mask bits,
may beconsolidated together inthe three least significant data element positions ofthe result
packed data operand, with all more significant result data elements zeroed. Inthis case, the
VPCOMRESSD instruction uses zeroing masking inwhich masked result data elements are
zeroed.

Another instances ofamasked data element consolidation instruction may similarly be
performed toconsolidate together the matching values b3, b7, and b23 inthe three least
significant data element positions ofanother result packed data operand. For example, the
second result mask operand 530 may beused along with the corresponding values from the CSR
representation ofrow 2ofthe sparse matrix 100. Bythis approach, the matching orequaling
data values ofdata represented inaCSR format may beisolated, consolidated, and put into
vertical SIMD alignment insame relative positions inpacked data operands. Such operations
may berepeated until the vectors orrows ofthe sparse matrix end reach their ends. This may
help toallow efficient vertical SIMD processing ofthese matching data values. Advantageously,
inone aspect, this may beused tohelp improve the performance ofsparse vector-sparse vector
arithmetic operations.

Figure 10 isablock diagram ofanexample embodiment ofasuitable set ofpacked data
operation mask registers 1032. Inthe illustrated embodiment, the set includes eight registers
labeled kOthrough k7. Alternate embodiments may include either fewer than eight registers
(e.g., two, four, six, etc.), ormore than eight registers (e.g., sixteen, thirty-two, etc.). Each of
these registers may beused tostore apacked data operation mask. In the illustrated
embodiment, each of the registers is64-bits. Inalternate embodiments, the widths of the
registers may beeither wider than 64-bits (e.g., 80-bits, 128-bits, etc.), ornarrower than 64-bits
(e.g., 8-bits, 16-bits, 32-bits, etc.). The registers may beimplemented indifferent ways and are
not limited toany particular type ofcircuit ordesign. Examples ofsuitable registers include, but
are not limited to, dedicated physical registers, dynamically allocated physical registers using
register renaming, and combinations thereof.

Insome embodiments, the packed data operation mask registers 1032 may beaseparate,
dedicated set ofarchitectural registers. Insome embodiments, the instructions may encode or
specify the packed data operation mask registers indifferent bits orone ormore different fields
ofaninstruction format than those used toencode orspecify other types ofregisters (e.g., packed
data registers). Byway ofexample, aninstruction may use three bits (e.g., a3-bit field) to
encode orspecify any one ofthe eight packed data operation mask registers kOthrough k7. In
alternate embodiments, either fewer ormore bits may beused, respectively, when there are fewer
ormore packed data operation mask registers. Inone particular implementation, only packed



data operation mask registers k through k7 (but not kO) may be addressed as a predicate

operand to predicate a masked packed data operation. The register kO may be used as a regular

source or destination, but may not be encoded as a predicate operand (e.g., if kO is specified it

has a "no mask" encoding), although mis is not required.

Figure 11 is a block diagram of an example embodiment of a suitable set of packed data

registers 1120. The packed data registers include thirty-two 512-bit packed data registers labeled

ZMMO through ZMM31. In the illustrated embodiment, the lower order 256-bits of the lower

sixteen registers, namely ZMM0-ZMM15, are aliased or overlaid on respective 256-bit packed

data registers labeled YMM0-YMM15, although this is not required. Likewise, in the illustrated

embodiment, the lower order 128-bits of the registers YMM0-YMM15 are aliased or overlaid on

respective 128-bit packed data registers labeled XMMO-XMM15, although this also is not

required. The 512-bit registers ZMMO through ZMM31 are operative to hold 512-bit packed

data, 256-bit packed data, or 128-bit packed data. The 256-bit registers YMM0-YMM15 are

operative to hold 256-bit packed data or 128-bit packed data. The 128-bit registers XMM0-

XMM15 are operative to hold 128-bit packed data. In some embodiments, each of the registers

may be used to store either packed floating-point data or packed integer data. Different data

element sizes are supported including at least 8-bit byte data, 16-bit word data, 32-bit

doubleword, 32-bit single-precision floating point data, 64-bit quadword, and 64-bit double-

precision floating point data. In alternate embodiments, different numbers of registers and/or

different sizes of registers may be used. In still other embodiments, registers may or may not use

aliasing of larger registers on smaller registers and/or may or may not be used to store floating

point data.

An instruction set includes one or more instruction formats. A given instruction format

defines various fields (number of bits, location of bits) to specify, among other things, the

operation to be performed (opcode) and the operand(s) on which that operation is to be

performed. Some instruction formats are further broken down though the definition of

instruction templates (or subformats). For example, the instruction templates of a given

instruction format may be defined to have different subsets of the instruction format's fields (the

included fields are typically in the same order, but at least some have different bit positions

because there are less fields included) and/or defined to have a given field interpreted differently.

Thus, each instruction of an ISA is expressed using a given instruction format (and, if defined, in

a given one of the instruction templates of that instruction format) and includes fields for

specifying the operation and the operands. For example, an exemplary ADD instruction has a

specific opcode and an instruction format that includes an opcode field to specify that opcode

and operand fields to select operands (source 1/destination and source2); and an occurrenceof



this ADD instruction inaninstruction stream will have specific contents inthe operand fields
that select specific operands. Aset ofSIMD extensions referred tothe Advanced Vector
Extensions (AVX) (AVX1 and AVX2) and using the Vector Extensions (VEX) coding scheme,
has been ,has been released and/or published (e.g., see Intel® 64and IA-32 Architectures
Software Developers Manual, October 2011; and see Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions
Programming Reference, June 201 1).

Exemplary Instruction Formats

Embodiments ofthe instructions) described herein may beembodied indifferent formats.
Additionally, exemplary systems, architectures, and pipelines are detailed below. Embodiments
ofthe instructions) may beexecuted onsuch systems, architectures, and pipelines, but are not
limited tothose detailed.

VEX Instruction Format

VEX encoding allows instructions tohave more than two operands, and allows SIMD
vector registers tobelonger than 128 bits. The use ofaVEX prefix provides for three-operand
(or more) syntax. For example, previous two-operand instructions performed operations such as
A=A+B,which overwrites asource operand. The use ofaVEX prefix enables operands to
perform nondestructive operations such asA=B+C.

Figure 12A illustrates anexemplary AVX instruction format including aVEX prefix
1202, real opcode field 1230, Mod R/M byte 1240, SIB byte 1250, displacement field 1262,
and IMM8 1272. Figure 12B illustrates which fields from Figure 12A make upafull opcode
field 1274 and abase operation field 1242. Figure 12C illustrates which fields from Figure 12A
make uparegister index field 1244.

VEX Prefix (Bytes 0-2) 1202 isencoded inathree-byte form. The first byte isthe Format
Field 1240 (VEX Byte 0,bits [7:0]), which contains anexplicit C4byte value (the unique value
used for distinguishing the C4instruction format). The second-third bytes (VEX Bytes 1-2)
include anumber ofbit fields providing specific capability. Specifically, REX field 1205 (VEX
Byte 1,bits [7-5]) consists ofaVEX.R bit field (VEX Byte 1,bit [7] -R), VEX.X bit field
(VEX byte 1,bit [6] -X), and VEX.B bit field (VEX byte 1,bit[5] -B). Other fields ofthe
instructions encode the lower three bits ofthe register indexes asisknown inthe art (rrr, xxx,
and bbb), sothat Rrrr, Xxxx, and Bbbb may beformed byadding VEX.R, VEX.X, and VEX.B.
Opcode map field 1215 (VEX byte 1,bits [4:0] -mmmmm) includes content toencode an
implied leading opcode byte. WField 1264 (VEX byte 2,bit [7] -W)-isrepresented bythe
notation VEX.W, and provides different functions depending onthe instruction. The role of
VEX. vvw 1220 (VEX Byte 2,bits [6:3]-vwv) may include the following: 1)VEX.ww
encodes the first source register operand, specified ininverted (Is complement) form and isvalid



for instructions with 2ormore source operands; 2)VEX.vvw encodes the destination register
operand, specified inIscomplement form for certain vector shifts; or3)VEX.vvw does not
encode any operand, the Held isreserved and should contain 1211b. IfVEX.L 1268 Size field
(VEX byte 2,bit [2]-L) =0,itindicates 128 bit vector, ifVEX.L =1,itindicates 256 bit vector.
Prefix encoding field 122S (VEX byte 2,bits [l:0]-pp) provides additional bits for the base
operation field.

Real Opcode Field 1230 (Byte 3)isalso known asthe opcode byte. Part ofthe opcode is
specified inthis field.

MOD RMField 1240 (Byte 4)includes MOD field 1242 (bits [7-6]), Reg field 1244 (bits
[5-3]), and RMfield 1246 (bits [2-0]). The role ofReg field 1244 may include the following:
encoding either the destination register operand orasource register operand (the rrr ofRrrr), or
betreated asanopcode extension and not used toencode any instruction operand. The role of
RMfield 1246 may include the following: encoding the instruction operand mat references a
memory address, orencoding either the destination register operand orasource register operand.

Scale, Index, Base (SIB) -The content ofScale field 1250 (Byte 5)includes SS1252 (bits
[7-6]), which isused for memory address generation. The contents ofSEB.xxx 1254 (bits [5-3])
and SIB.bbb 1256 (bits [2-0]) have been previously referred towith regard tothe register indexes
Xxxx and Bbbb.

The Displacement Field 1262 and the immediate field (IMM8) 1272 contain address data.

Generic Vector Friendly Instruction Format

Avector friendly instruction format isaninstruction format that issuited for vector
instructions (e.g., there are certain fields specific tovector operations). While embodiments are
described inwhich both vector and scalar operations are supported through the vector friendly
instruction format, alternative embodiments use only vector operations the vector friendly
instruction format.

Figures 13A-13B are block diagrams illustrating ageneric vector friendly instruction
format and instruction templates thereof according toembodiments ofthe invention. Figure

13A isablock diagram illustrating ageneric vector friendly instruction format and class A
instruction templates thereof according toembodiments ofthe invention; while Figure 13B isa
block diagram illustrating the generic vector friendly instruction format and class Binstruction
templates thereof according toembodiments ofthe invention. Specifically, ageneric vector
friendly instruction format 1300 for which are defined class Aand class Binstruction templates,
both ofwhich include nomemory access 1305 instruction templates and memory access 1320
instruction templates. The term generic inthe context ofthe vector friendly instruction format
refers tothe instruction format not being tied toany specific instruction set.



While embodiments ofthe invention will bedescribed inwhich the vector friendlyinstruction format supports the following: a64byte vector operand length (or size) with 32bit (4byte) or64bit (8byte) data element widths (or sizes) (and thus, a64byte vector consists ofeither 16doubleword-size elements oralternatively, 8quadword-size elements); a64byte vectoroperand length (or size) with 16bit (2byte) or8bit (1byte) data element widths (or sizes); a32byte vector operand length (or size) with 32bit (4byte), 64bit (8byte), 16bit (2byte), or8bit(1byte) data element widths (or sizes); and a16byte vector operand length (or size) with 32bit(4byte), 64bit (8byte), 16bit (2byte), or8bit (1byte) data element widths (or sizes);alternative embodiments may support more, less and/or different vector operand sizes (e.g., 256byte vector operands) with more, less, ordifferent data element widths (e.g., 128 bit (16 byte)data element widths). The class Ainstruction templates inFigure 13Ainclude: 1)within the nomemory access1305 instruction templates there isshown anomemory access, full round control type operation1310 instruction template and anomemory access, data transform type operation 1315instruction template; and 2)within the memory access 1320 instruction templates there isshownamemory access, temporal 1325 instruction template and amemory access, non-temporal 1330instruction template. The class Binstruction templates inFigure 13Binclude: 1)within the nomemory access 1305 instruction templates there isshown anomemory access, write maskcontrol, partial round control type operation 1312 instruction template and anomemory access,write mask control, vsize type operation 1317 instruction template; and 2)within the memoryaccess 1320 instruction templates there isshown amemory access, write mask control 1327instruction template. The generic vector friendly instruction format 1300 includes the following fields listedbelow inthe order illustrated inFigures 13A-13B.Format field 1340 -aspecific value (an instruction format identifier value) inthis fielduniquely identifies the vector friendly instruction format, and thus occurrences ofinstructions inthe vector friendly instruction format ininstruction streams. Assuch, this field isoptional inthesense that itisnot needed for aninstruction set that has only the generic vector friendlyinstruction format. Base operation field 1342 -its content distinguishes different base operations.Register index field 1344 -its content, directly orthrough address generation, specifies thelocations ofthe source and destination operands, bethey inregisters orinmemory. Theseinclude asufficient number ofbits toselect Nregisters from aPxQ (e.g. 32x512, 16x128,32x1024, 64x1024) register file. While inone embodiment Nmay beuptothree sources andone destination register, alternative embodiments may support more orless sources and



destination registers (e.g., may support uptotwo sources where one ofthese sources also acts asthe destination, may support uptothree sources where one ofthese sources also acts asthedestination, may support uptotwo sources and one destination). Modifier field 1346 -its content distinguishes occurrences ofinstructions inmegenericvector instruction format that specify memory access from those that donot; that is, between nomemory access 130S instruction templates and memory access 1320 instruction templates.Memory access operations read and/or write tothe memory hierarchy (in some cases specifyingthe source and/or destination addresses using values inregisters), while non-memory accessoperations donot (e.g., the source and destinations are registers). While inone embodiment thisfield also selects between three different ways toperform memory address calculations,alternative embodiments may support more, less, ordifferent ways toperform memory addresscalculations. Augmentation operation field 1350 -its content distinguishes which one ofavariety ofdifferent operations tobeperformed inaddition tothe base operation. This field iscontextspecific. Inone embodiment ofthe invention, this field isdivided into aclass field 1368, analpha field 1352, and abeta field 1354. The augmentation operation field 1350 allows commongroups ofoperations tobeperformed inasingle instruction rather than 2,3,or4instructions.Scale field 1360 -its content allows for the scaling ofthe index field's content for memoryaddress generation (e.g., for address generation that uses 2
scl

*index +base).Displacement Field 1362A- its content isused aspart ofmemory address generation (e.g.,for address generation that uses 2
l
*index +base +displacement). Displacement Factor Field 1362B (note that the juxtaposition ofdisplacement field 1362Adirectly over displacement factor field 1362B indicates one orthe other isused) -its content isused aspart ofaddress generation; itspecifies adisplacement factor that istobescaled bythesize ofamemory access (N) -where Nisthe number ofbytes inthe memory access (e.g., foraddress generation that uses 2

scale
*index +base +scaled displacement). Redundant low-orderbits are ignored and hence, the displacement factor field's content ismultiplied bythe memoryoperands total size (N) inorder togenerate the final displacement tobeused incalculating aneffective address. The value ofNisdetermined bythe processor hardware atruntime based onthe full opcode field 1374 (described later herein) and the data manipulation field 1354C. Thedisplacement field 1362A and the displacement factor field 1362B are optional inthe sense thatthey are not used for the nomemory access 1305 instruction templates and/or differentembodiments may implement only one ornone ofthe two.Data element width field 1364 -its content distinguishes which one ofanumber ofdataelement widths istobeused (in some embodiments for all instructions; inother embodiments for



only some ofthe instructions). This field isoptional inthe sense that it isnot needed ifonly one
data element width is supported and/or data element widths are supported using some aspect of
the opcodes.

Write mask field 1370 - its content controls, onaper data element position basis, whether
that data element position in the destination vector operand reflects the result of the base
operation and augmentation operation. Class A instruction templates support merging-
writemasking, while class B instruction templates support both merging- and zeroing-
writemasking. When merging, vector masks allow any set of elements in the destination tobe
protected from updates during the execution of any operation (specified by the base operation
and the augmentation operation); in other one embodiment, preserving the old value of each
element of the destination where the corresponding mask bit has a0. Incontrast, when zeroing
vector masks allow any set of elements in the destination tobe zeroed during the execution of
any operation (specified by the base operation and the augmentation operation); in one
embodiment, an element of the destination is set to0when the corresponding mask bit has a 0
value. Asubset of this functionality is the ability tocontrol the vector length of the operation
being performed (that is, the span of elements being modified, from the first to the last one);
however, it isnot necessary that the elements that are modified beconsecutive. Thus, the write
mask field 1370 allows for partial vector operations, including loads, stores, arithmetic, logical,
etc. While embodiments of the invention are described in which the write mask field's 1370
content selects one of anumber of write mask registers that contains the write mask tobeused
(and thus the write mask field's 1370 content indirectly identifies that masking tobeperformed),
alternative embodiments instead or additional allow the mask write field's 1370 content to
directly specify the masking tobeperformed.

Immediate field 1372 - its content allows for the specification ofanimmediate. This field
isoptional inthe sense that is it not present inan implementation of the generic vector friendly
format that does not support immediate and it is not present in instructions that donot use an
immediate.

Class field 1368 - its content distinguishes between different classes of instructions. With
reference to Figures 13A-B, the contents of this field select between class A and class B
instructions. InFigures 13A-B, rounded corner squares are used toindicate aspecific value is
present inafield (e.g., class A1368A and class B1368B for the class field 1368 respectively in

Figures 13A-B).

Instruction Templates of Class A

Inthe case ofthe non-memory access 1305 instruction templates ofclass A,the alpha field
1352 isinterpreted asanRSfield 1352A, whose content distinguishes which one ofthe different



augmentation operation types are to be performed (e.g., round 13S2A.1 and data transform

1352A.2 are respectively specified for the no memory access, round type operation 1310 and the

no memory access, data transform type operation 1315 instruction templates), while the beta

field 13S4 distinguishes which of the operations of the specified type is to be performed. In the

no memory access 1305 instruction templates, the scale field 1360, the displacement field

1362A, and the displacement scale filed 1362B are not present.

No-Memory Access Instruction Templates - Full Round Control Type Operation

In the no memory access full round control type operation 1310 instruction template, the

beta field 1354 is interpreted as a round control field 1354A, whose contends) provide static

rounding. While in the described embodiments of the invention the round control field 1354A

includes a suppress all floating point exceptions (SAE) field 1356 and a round operation control

field 1358, alternative embodiments may support may encode both these concepts into the same

field or only have one or the other of these concepts/fields (e.g., may have only the round

operation control field 1358).

SAE field 1356 - its content distinguishes whether or not to disable the exception event

reporting; when the SAE field's 1356 content indicates suppression is enabled, a given

instruction does not report any kind of floating-point exception flag and does not raise any

floating point exception handler.

Round operation control field 1358 - its content distinguishes which one of a group of

rounding operations to perform (e.g., Round-up, Round-down, Round-towards-zero and Round-

to-nearest). Thus, the round operation control field 1358 allows for the changing of the rounding

mode on a per instruction basis. In one embodiment of the invention where a processor includes

a control register for specifying rounding modes, the round operation control field's 1350

content overrides that register value.

No Memory Access Instruction Templates - Data Transform Type Operation

In the no memory access data transform type operation 1315 instruction template, the beta

field 1354 is interpreted as a data transform field 1354B, whose content distinguishes which one

of a number of data transforms is to be performed (e.g., no data transform, swizzle, broadcast).

In the case of a memory access 1320 instruction template of class A, the alpha field 1352 is

interpreted as an eviction hint field 1352B, whose content distinguishes which one of the

eviction hints is to be used (in Figure 13A, temporal 1352B.1 and non-temporal 1352B.2 are

respectively specified for the memory access, temporal 1325 instruction template and the

memory access, non-temporal 1330 instruction template), while the beta field 1354 is interpreted

as a data manipulation field 1354C, whose content distinguishes which one of a number of data

manipulation operations (also known as primitives) is to be performed (e.g., no manipulation;



broadcast; upconversion ofasource; and down conversion ofadestination). The memory
access 1320 instruction templates include the scale field 1360, and optionally the displacement
field 1362A orthe displacement scale field 1362B.

Vector memory instructions perform vector loads from and vector stores tomemory, with
conversion support. Aswith regular vector instructions, vector memory instructions transfer
data from/to memory inadata element-wise fashion, with the elements that are actually
transferred isdictated bythe contents ofthe vector mask that isselected asthe write mask.

Memory Access Instruction Templates -Temporal
Temporal data isdata likely tobereused soon enough tobenefit from caching. This is,

however, ahint, and different processors may implement itindifferent ways, including ignoring
the hint entirely.

Memory Access Instruction Templates -Non-Temporal
Non-temporal data isdata unlikely tobereused soon enough tobenefit from caching inthe

lst-level cache and should begiven priority for eviction. This is, however, ahint, and different
processors may implement itindifferent ways, including ignoring the hint entirely.

Instruction Templates of Class B
Inthe case ofthe instruction templates ofclass B,the alpha field 1352 isinterpreted asa

write mask control (Z) field 13S2C, whose content distinguishes whether the write masking
controlled bythe write mask field 1370 should beamerging orazeroing.

Inthe case ofthe non-memory access 1305 instruction templates ofclass B,part ofthe
beta field 1354 isinterpreted asanRLfield 1357A, whose content distinguishes which one of
the different augmentation operation types are tobeperformed (e.g., round 1357A.1 and vector
length (VSIZE) 1357A.2 are respectively specified for the nomemory access, write mask
control, partial round control type operation 1312 instruction template and the nomemory
access, write mask control, VSIZE type operation 1317 instruction template), while the rest of
the beta field 1354 distinguishes which ofthe operations ofthe specified type istobeperformed.
Inthe nomemory access 1305 instruction templates, the scale field 1360, the displacement field
1362A, and the displacement scale filed 1362B are not present.

Inthe nomemory access, write mask control, partial round control type operation 1310
instruction template, the rest ofthe beta field 1354 isinterpreted asaround operation field
1359A and exception event reporting isdisabled (agiven instruction does not report any kind of
floating-point exception flag and does not raise any floating point exception handler).

Round operation control field 1359A - just asround operation control field 1358, its
content distinguishes which one ofagroup ofrounding operations toperform (e.g., Round-up,
Round-down, Round-towards-zero and Round-to-nearest). Thus, the round operation control



field 1359A allows for the changing of the rounding mode on a per instruction basis. In one

embodiment of the invention where a processor includes a control register for specifying

rounding modes, the round operation control field's 13S0 content overrides that register value.

In the no memory access, write mask control, VSIZE type operation 1317 instruction

template, the rest of the beta field 1354 is interpreted as a vector length field 13S9B, whose

content distinguishes which one of a number of data vector lengths is to be performed on (e.g.,

128, 256, or 512 byte).

In the case of a memory access 1320 instruction template of class B, part of the beta field

1354 is interpreted as a broadcast field 1357B, whose content distinguishes whether or not the

broadcast type data manipulation operation is to be performed, while the rest of the beta field

1354 is interpreted the vector length field 1359B. The memory access 1320 instruction

templates include the scale field 1360, and optionally the displacement field 1362A or the

displacement scale field 1362B.

With regard to the generic vector friendly instruction format 1300, a full opcode field 1374

is shown including the format field 1340, the base operation field 1342, and the data element

width field 1364. While one embodiment is shown where the full opcode field 1374 includes all

of these fields, the full opcode field 1374 includes less than all of these fields in embodiments

that do not support all of them. The full opcode field 1374 provides he operation code (opcode).

The augmentation operation field 1350, the data element width field 1364, and the write

mask field 1370 allow these features to be specified on a per instruction basis in the generic

vector friendly instruction format.

The combination of write mask field and data element width field create typed instructions

in that they allow the mask to be applied based on different data element widths.

The various instruction templates found within class A and class B are beneficial in

different situations. In some embodiments of the invention, different processors or different

cores within a processor may support only class A, only class B, or both classes. For instance, a

high performance general purpose out-of-order core intended for general-purpose computing

may support only class B, a core intended primarily for graphics and/or scientific (throughput)

computing may support only class A, and a core intended for both may support both (of course, a

core that has some mix of templates and instructions from both classes but not all templates and

instructions from both classes is within the purview of the invention). Also, a single processor

may include multiple cores, all of which support the same class or in which different cores

support different class. For instance, in a processor with separate graphics and general purpose

cores, one of the graphics cores intended primarily for graphics and/or scientific computing may

support only class A, while one or more of the general purpose cores may be high performance



general purpose cores with out o f order execution and register renaming intended for general-

purpose computing that support only class B . Another processor that does not have a separate

graphics core, may include one more general purpose in-order o r out-of-order cores that support

both class A and class B . O f course, features from one class may also b e implement in the other

class in different embodiments o f the invention. Programs written in a high level language

would b e put (e.g., just in time compiled o r statically compiled) into an variety o f different

executable forms, including: 1) a form having only instructions o f the class(es) supported b y the

target processor for execution; o r 2 ) a form having alternative routines written using different

combinations o f the instructions o f all classes and having control flow code that selects the

routines to execute based o n the instructions supported b y the processor which i s currently

executing the code.

Exemplary Specific Vector Friendly Instruction Format

Figure 14 i s a block diagram illustrating a n exemplary specific vector friendly instruction

format according to embodiments o f the invention. Figure 14 shows a specific vector friendly

instruction format 1400 mat i s specific in the sense that it specifies the location, size,

interpretation, and order o f the fields, as well as values for some o f those fields. The specific

vector friendly instruction format 1400 may b e used to extend the x86 instruction set, and thus

some o f the fields are similar o r the same as those used in the existing x86 instruction set and

extension thereof (e.g., AVX). This format remains consistent with the prefix encoding field,

real opcode byte field, MOD R/M field, SIB field, displacement field, and immediate fields o f

the existing x86 instruction set with extensions. The fields from Figure 13 into which the fields

from Figure 14 map are illustrated.

I t should b e understood that, although embodiments o f the invention are described with

reference to the specific vector friendly instruction format 1400 in the context o f the generic

vector friendly instruction format 1300 for illustrative purposes, the invention i s not limited to

the specific vector friendly instruction format 1400 except where claimed. For example, the

generic vector friendly instruction format 1300 contemplates a variety o f possible sizes for the

various fields, while the specific vector friendly instruction format 1400 is shown as having

fields o f specific sizes. B y way o f specific example, while the data element width field 1364 i s

illustrated as a one bit field in the specific vector friendly instruction format 1400, the invention

i s not so limited (that is, the generic vector friendly instruction format 1300 contemplates other

sizes o f the data element width field 1364).

The generic vector friendly instruction format 1300 includes the following fields listed

below in the order illustrated in Figure 14A.

EVEX Prefix (Bytes 0-3) 1402 - i s encoded in a four-byte form.



Format Field 1340 (EVEX Byte 0, bits [7:0]) - the first byte (EVEX Byte 0) is the format

field 1340 and it contains 0x62 (the unique value used for distinguishing the vector friendly

instruction format in one embodiment of the invention).

The second-fourth bytes (EVEX Bytes 1-3) include a number of bit fields providing

specific capability.

REX field 1405 (EVEX Byte 1, bits [7-5]) - consists of a EVEX.R bit field (EVEX Byte 1,

bit [7] - R), EVEX.X bit field (EVEX byte 1, bit [6] - X), and 1357BEX byte 1, bit[5] - B).

The EVEX.R, EVEX.X, and EVEX.B bit fields provide the same functionality as the

corresponding VEX bit fields, and are encoded using Is complement form, i.e. ZMM0 is

encoded as 121 IB, ZMM15 is encoded as 0000B. Other fields of the instructions encode the

lower three bits of the register indexes as is known in the art (rrr, xxx, and bbb), so that Rrrr,

Xxxx, and Bbbb may be formed by adding EVEX.R, EVEX.X, and EVEX.B.

REX' field 1310 - this is the first part of the REX' field 1310 and is the EVEX.R' bit field

(EVEX Byte 1, bit [4] - R') that is used to encode either the upper 16 or lower 6 of the extended

32 register set. In one embodiment of the invention, is bit, along with others as indicated

below, is stored in bit inverted format to distinguish (in the well-known x86 32-bit mode) from

the BOUND instruction, whose real opcode byte is 62, but does not accept in the MOD R/M

field (described below) the value of 11 in the MOD field; alternative embodiments of the

invention do not store this and the other indicated bits below in the inverted format. A value of 1

is used to encode the lower 16 registers. In other words, R'Rrrr is formed by combining

EVEX.R', EVEX.R, and the other RRR from other fields.

Opcode map field 1415 (EVEX byte 1, bits [3:0] - mmmm) - its content encodes an

implied leading opcode byte (OF, OF 38, or OF 3).

Data element width field 1364 (EVEX byte 2, bit [7] - W) - is represented by the notation

EVEX.W. EVEX.W is used to define the granularity (size) of the datatype (either 32-bit data

elements or 64-bit data elements).

EVEX.vvvv 1420 (EVEX Byte 2, bits [6:3]-ww> the role of EVEX.ww may include the

following: 1) EVEX.vvvv encodes the first source register operand, specified in inverted (Is

complement) form and is valid for instructions with 2 or more source operands; 2) EVEX.vvvv

encodes the destination register operand, specified in Is complement form for certain vector

shifts; or 3) EVEX.vvvv does not encode any operand, the field is reserved and should contain

121 lb. Thus, EVEX.vvvv field 1420 encodes the 4 low-order bits of the first source register

specifier stored in inverted (Is complement) form. Depending on the instruction, an extra

different EVEX bit field is used to extend the specifier size to 32 registers.

EVEX.U 1368 Class field (EVEX byte 2, bit [2]-U) - If EVEX.U = 0, it indicates class A



o EVEX.UO; if EVEX.U = 1, it indicates class B or EVEX.U1 .

Prefix encoding field 1425 (EVEX byte 2, bits [l:0]-pp) - provides additional bits for the

base operation field. In addition to providing support for t e legacy SSE instructions in the

EVEX prefix format, this also has the benefit of compacting the SIMD prefix (rather than

requiring a byte to express the SIMD prefix, the EVEX prefix requires only 2 bits). In one

embodiment, to support legacy SSE instructions that use a SIMD prefix (66H, F2H, F3H) in both

the legacy format and in the EVEX prefix format, these legacy SIMD prefixes are encoded into

the SIMD prefix encoding field; and at runtime are expanded into the legacy SIMD prefix prior

to being provided to the decoder's PLA (so the PLA can execute both the legacy and EVEX

format of these legacy instructions without modification). Although newer instructions could

use the EVEX prefix encoding field's content directly as an opcode extension, certain

embodiments expand in a similar fashion for consistency but allow for different meanings to be

specified by these legacy SIMD prefixes. An alternative embodiment may redesign the PLA to

support the 2 bit SIMD prefix encodings, and thus not require the expansion.

Alpha field 1352 (EVEX byte 3, bit [7] - EH; also known as EVEX.EH, EVEX.rs,

EVEX.RL, EVEX.write mask control, and EVEX.N; also illustrated with a) - as previously

described, this field is context specific.

Beta field 1354 (EVEX byte 3, bits [6:4]-SSS, also known as EVEX.s2-o, EVEX.r2-o,

EVEX.rrl, EVEX.LL0, EVEX.LLB; also illustrated with βββ) - as previously described, this

field is context specific.

REX' field 1310 - this is the remainder of the REX' field and is the EVEX.V bit field

(EVEX Byte 3, bit [3] - V ) that may be used to encode either the upper 16 or lower 16 of the

extended 32 register set. This bit is stored in bit inverted format. A value of 1 is used to encode

the lower 16 registers. In other words, V'VVW is formed by combining EVEX.V,

EVEX.vvw.

Write mask field 1370 (EVEX byte 3, bits [2:0]-kkk) - its content specifies the index of a

register in the write mask registers as previously described. In one embodiment of the invention,

the specific value EVEX.kkk=000 has a special behavior implying no write mask is used for the

particular instruction (this may be implemented in a variety of ways including the use of a write

mask hardwired to all ones or hardware that bypasses the masking hardware).

Real Opcode Field 1430 (Byte 4) is also known as the opcode byte. Part of the opcode is

specified in this field.

MOD R M Field 1440 (Byte 5) includes MOD field 1442, Reg field 1444, and R M field

1446. As previously described, the MOD field's 1442 content distinguishes between memory

access and non-memory access operations. The role of Reg field 1444 can be summarizedto



two situations: encoding either the destination register operand or a source register operand, or

be treated as an opcode extension and not used to encode any instruction operand. The role of

R/M field 1446 may include the following: encoding the instruction operand that references a

memory address, or encoding either the destination register operand or a source register operand.

Scale, Index, Base (SIB) Byte (Byte 6) - As previously described, the scale field's 13S0

content is used for memory address generation. SIB.xxx 1454 and SIB.bbb 14S6 - the contents

of these fields have been previously referred to with regard to the register indexes Xxxx and

Bbbb.

Displacement field 1362A (Bytes 7-10) - when MOD field 1442 contains 10, bytes 7-10

are the displacement field 1362A, and it works the same as the legacy 32-bit displacement

(disp32) and works at byte granularity.

Displacement factor field 1362B (Byte 7) - when MOD field 1442 contains 01, byte 7 is

the displacement factor field 1362B. The location of this field is that same as that of the legacy

x86 instruction set 8-bit displacement (disp8), which works at byte granularity. Since disp8 is

sign extended, it can only address between -128 and 137 bytes offsets; in terms of 64 byte cache

lines, disp8 uses 8 bits that can be set to only four really useful values -128, -64, 0, and 64; since

a greater range is often needed, disp32 is used; however, disp32 requires 4 bytes. In contrast to

disp8 and disp32, the displacement factor field 1362B is a reinterpretation of disp8; when using

displacement factor field 1362B, the actual displacement is determined by the content of the

displacement factor field multiplied by the size of the memory operand access (N). This type of

displacement is referred to as disp8*N. This reduces the average instruction length (a single byte

of used for the displacement but with a much greater range). Such compressed displacement is

based on the assumption that the effective displacement is multiple of the granularity of the

memory access, and hence, the redundant low-order bits of the address offset do not need to be

encoded. In other words, the displacement factor field 1362B substitutes the legacy x86

instruction set 8-bit displacement. Thus, the displacement factor field 1362B is encoded the

same way as an x86 instruction set 8-bit displacement (so no changes in the ModRM/SIB

encoding rules) with the only exception that disp8 is overloaded to disp8*N. In other words,

there are no changes in the encoding rules or encoding lengths but only in the interpretation of

the displacement value by hardware (which needs to scale the displacement by the size of the

memory operand to obtain a byte-wise address offset).

Immediate field 1372 operates as previously described.

Full Opcode Field

Figure 14B is a block diagram illustrating the fields of the specific vector friendly

instruction format 1400 that make up the full opcode field 1374 according to one embodimentof



the invention. Specifically, the full opcode field 1374 includes the format field 1340, the base

operation field 1342, and the data element width (W) field 1364. The base operation field 1342

includes the prefix encoding field 142S, the opcode map field 141 5, and the real opcode field

1430.

Register Index Field

Figure 14C is a block diagram illustrating the fields of the specific vector friendly

instruction format 1400 that make up the register index field 1344 according to one embodiment

of the invention. Specifically, the register index field 1344 includes the REX field 140S, the

REX' field 1410, the MODR/M.reg field 1444, the MODR/M.r/m field 1446, the W W field

1420, xxx field 1454, and the bbb field 1456.

Augmentation Operation Field

Figure 14D is a block diagram illustrating the fields of the specific vector friendly

instruction format 1400 that make up the augmentation operation field 1350 according to one

embodiment of the invention. When the class (U) field 1368 contains 0, it signifies EVEX.U0

(class A 1368A); when it contains 1, it signifies EVEX.U1 (class B 1368B). When U=0 and the

MOD field 1442 contains 1 (signifying a no memory access operation), the alpha field 1352

(EVEX byte 3, bit [7] - EH) is interpreted as the rs field 1352A. When the rs field 1352A

contains a 1 (round 1352A.1), the beta field 1354 (EVEX byte 3, bits [6:4]- SSS) is interpreted

as the round control field 1354A. The round control field 1354A includes a one bit SAE field

1356 and a two bit round operation field 1358. When the rs field 1352A contains a 0 (data

transform 1352A.2), the beta field 1354 (EVEX byte 3, bits [6:4]- SSS) is interpreted as a three

bit data transform field 1354B. When U=0 and the MOD field 1442 contains 00, 01, or 10

(signifying a memory access operation), the alpha field 1352 (EVEX byte 3, bit [7] - EH) is

interpreted as the eviction hint (EH) field 1352B and the beta field 1354 (EVEX byte 3, bits

[6:4]- SSS) is interpreted as a three bit data manipulation field 1354C.

When U=l, the alpha field 1352 (EVEX byte 3, bit [7] - EH) is interpreted as the write

mask control (Z) field 1352C. When U=l and the MOD field 1442 contains 1 (signifying a no

memory access operation), part of the beta field 1354 (EVEX byte 3, bit [4]- So) is interpreted as

the RL field 1357A; when it contains a 1 (round 1357A.1) the rest of the beta field 1354 (EVEX

byte 3, bit [6-5]- S2-1) is interpreted as the round operation field 1359A, while when the RL field

1357A contains a 0 (VSIZE 1357.A2) the rest of the beta field 1354 (EVEX byte 3, bit [6-5]- S2.

1) is interpreted as the vector length field 1359B (EVEX byte 3, bit [6-5]- Li^). When U=l and

the MOD field 1442 contains 00, 01, or 10 (signifying a memory access operation), the beta field

1354 (EVEX byte 3, bits [6:4]- SSS) is interpreted as the vector length field 1359B (EVEX byte

3, bit [6-5]- o and the broadcast field 1357B (EVEX byte 3, bit [4]-B).



Exemplary Register Architecture

Figure 15 is a block diagram of a register architecture 1500 according to one embodiment

of the invention. In the embodiment illustrated, there are 32 vector registers IS10 that are 512

bits wide; these registers are referenced as zmmO through zmm31. The lower order 256 bits of

the lower 16 zmm registers are overlaid on registers ymmO-16. The lower order 128 bits of the

lower 16 zmm registers (the lower order 128 bits of the ymm registers) are overlaid on registers

xmm0-15. The specific vector friendly instruction format 1400 operates on these overlaid

register file as illustrated in the below tables.

or more other shorter lengths, where each such shorter length is half the length of the preceding

length; and instructions templates without the vector length field 1359B operate on the maximum

vector length. Further, in one embodiment, the class B instruction templates of the specific

vector friendly instruction format 1400 operate on packed or scalar single/double-precision

floating point data and packed or scalar integer data. Scalar operations are operations performed

on the lowest order data element position in an zmm/ymm/xmm register; the higher order data

element positions are either left the same as they were prior to the instruction or zeroed

depending on the embodiment.

Write mask registers 1515 - in the embodiment illustrated, there are 8 write mask registers

(kO through k7), each 64 bits in size. In an alternate embodiment, the write mask registers 1515

are 16 bits in size. As previously described, in one embodiment of the invention, the vector

mask register kO cannot be used as a write mask; when the encoding that would normally

indicate kO is used for a write mask, it selects a hardwired write mask of OxFFFF, effectively

disabling write masking for that instruction.



General-purpose registers 1S2S - in the embodiment illustrated, there are sixteen 64-bit

general-purpose registers that are used along with the existing x86 addressing modes to address

memory operands. These registers are referenced by the names RAX, RBX, RCX, RDX, RBP,

RSI, RDI, RSP, and R8 through R15.

Scalar floating point stack register file (x87 stack) 1545, on which is aliased the MMX

packed integer flat register file 1550 - in the embodiment illustrated, the x87 stack is an eight-

element stack used to perform scalar floating-point operations on 32/64/80-bit floating point data

using the x87 instruction set extension; while the MMX registers are used to perform operations

on 64-bit packed integer data, as well as to hold operands for some operations performed

between the MMX and XMM registers.

Alternative embodiments of the invention may use wider or narrower registers.

Additionally, alternative embodiments of the invention may use more, less, or different register

files and registers.

Exemplary Core Architectures, Processors, and Computer Architectures

Processor cores may be implemented in different ways, for different purposes, and in

different processors. For instance, implementations of such cores may include: 1) a general

purpose in-order core intended for general-purpose computing; 2) a high performance general

purpose out-of-order core intended for general-purpose computing; 3) a special purpose core

intended primarily for graphics and/or scientific (throughput) computing. Implementations of

different processors may include: 1) a CPU including one or more general purpose in-order cores

intended for general-purpose computing and/or one or more general purpose out-of-order cores

intended for general-purpose computing; and 2) a coprocessor including one or more special

purpose cores intended primarily for graphics and/or scientific (throughput). Such different

processors lead to different computer system architectures, which may include: 1) the

coprocessor on a separate chip from the CPU; 2) the coprocessor on a separate die in the same

package as a CPU; 3) the coprocessor on the same die as a CPU (in which case, such a

coprocessor is sometimes referred to as special purpose logic, such as integrated graphics and/or

scientific (throughput) logic, or as special purpose cores); and 4) a system on a chip that may

include on the same die the described CPU (sometimes referred to as the application core(s) or

application processors)), the above described coprocessor, and additional functionality.

Exemplary core architectures are described next, followed by descriptions of exemplary

processors and computer architectures.

Exemplary Core Architectures

In-order and out-of-order core block diagram

Figure 16A is a block diagram illustrating both an exemplary in-order pipeline and an



exemplary register renaming, out-of-order issue/execution pipeline according toembodiments of
the invention. Figure 16B isablock diagram illustrating both anexemplary embodiment ofan
in-order architecture core and anexemplary register renaming, out-of-order issue/execution
architecture core tobeincluded inaprocessor according toembodiments ofthe invention. The
solid lined boxes inFigures 16A-B illustrate the in-order pipeline and in-order core, while the
optional addition ofthe dashed lined boxes illustrates the register renaming, out-of-order
issue/execution pipeline and core. Given that the in-order aspect isasubset ofthe out-of-order
aspect, the out-of-order aspect will bedescribed.

InFigure 16A, aprocessor pipeline 1600 includes afetch stage 1602, alength decode
stage 1604, adecode stage 1606, anallocation stage 1608, arenaming stage 1610, ascheduling
(also known asadispatch orissue) stage 1612, aregister read/memory read stage 1614, an
execute stage 1616, awrite back/memory write stage 1618, anexception handling stage 1622,
and acommit stage 1624.

Figure 16B shows processor core 1690 including afront end unit 1630 coupled toan
execution engine unit 1650, and both are coupled toamemory unit 1670. The core 1690 may be
areduced instruction set computing (RISC) core, acomplex instruction set computing (CISC)
core, avery long instruction word (VLIW) core, orahybrid oralternative core type. Asyet
another option, the core 1690 may beaspecial-purpose core, such as, for example, anetwork or
communication core, compression engine, coprocessor core, general purpose computing graphics
processing unit (GPGPU) core, graphics core, orthe like.

The front end unit 1630 includes abranch prediction unit 1632 coupled toaninstruction
cache unit 1634, which iscoupled toaninstruction translation lookaside buffer (TLB) 1636,
which iscoupled toaninstruction fetch unit 1638, which iscoupled toadecode unit 1640. The
decode unit 1640 (or decoder) may decode instructions, and generate asanoutput one ormore
micro-operations, micro- code entry points, microinstructions, other instructions, orother control
signals, which are decoded from, orwhich otherwise reflect, orare derived from, the original
instructions. The decode unit 1640 may beimplemented using various different mechanisms.
Examples ofsuitable mechanisms include, but are not limited to, look-up tables, hardware
implementations, programmable logic arrays (PLAs), microcode read only memories (ROMs),
etc. Inone embodiment, the core 1690 includes amicrocode ROM orother medium that stores
microcode for certain macroinstructions (e.g., indecode unit 1640 orotherwise within the front
end unit 1630). The decode unit 1640 iscoupled toarename/ allocator unit 1652 inthe
execution engine unit 1650.

The execution engine unit 1650 includes the rename/allocator unit 1652 coupled toa
retirement unit 1654 and aset ofone ormore scheduler unit(s) 1656. The scheduler unit(s) 1656



represents any number ofdifferent schedulers, including reservations stations, central instruction
window, etc. The scheduler unit(s) 1656 iscoupled tothe physical register file(s) unit(s) 1658.
Each ofthe physical register file(s) units 1658 represents one ormore physical register files,
different ones ofwhich store one ormore different data types, such asscalar integer, scalar
floating point, packed integer, packed floating point, vector integer, vector floating point,, status
(e.g., aninstruction pointer that isthe address ofthe next instruction tobeexecuted), etc. Inone
embodiment, the physical register file(s) unit 1658 comprises avector registers unit, awrite
mask registers unit, and ascalar registers unit. These register units may provide architectural
vector registers, vector mask registers, and general purpose registers. The physical register
file(s) unit(s) 1658 isoverlapped bythe retirement unit 1654 toillustrate various ways inwhich
register renaming and out-of-order execution may beimplemented (e.g., using areorder buffers)
and aretirement register file(s); using afuture file(s), ahistory buffers), and aretirement
register file(s); using aregister maps and apool ofregisters; etc.). The retirement unit 1654 and
the physical register filers) unit(s) 1658 are coupled tothe execution clusters) 1660. The
execution clusters) 1660 includes aset ofone ormore execution units 1662 and aset ofone or
more memory access units 1664. The execution units 1662 may perform various operations
(e.g., shifts, addition, subtraction, multiplication) and onvarious types ofdata (e.g., scalar
floating point, packed integer, packed floating point, vector integer, vector floating point).
While some embodiments may include anumber ofexecution units dedicated tospecific
functions orsets offunctions, other embodiments may include only one execution unit or
multiple execution units that all perform all functions. The scheduler unit(s) 1656, physical
register file(s) unit(s) 1658, and execution clusters) 1660 are shown asbeing possibly plural
because certain embodiments create separate pipelines for certain types ofdata/operations (e.g., a
scalar integer pipeline, ascalar floating point/packed integer/packed floating point/vector
integer/vector floating point pipeline, and/or amemory access pipeline that each have their own
scheduler unit, physical register file(s) unit, and/or execution cluster -and inthe case ofa
separate memory access pipeline, certain embodiments are implemented inwhich only the
execution cluster ofthis pipeline has the memory access unit(s) 1664). Itshould also be
understood that where separate pipelines are used, one ormore ofthese pipelines may beout-of-
order issue/execution and the rest in-order.

The set ofmemory access units 1664 iscoupled tothe memory unit 1670, which includes a
data TLB unit 1672 coupled toadata cache unit 1674 coupled toalevel 2(L2) cache unit 1676.
Inone exemplary embodiment, the memory access units 1664 may include aload unit, astore
address unit, and astore data unit, each ofwhich iscoupled tothe data TLB unit 1672 inthe
memory unit 1670. The instruction cache unit 1634 isfurther coupled toalevel 2(L2) cache



unit 1676 inthe memory unit 1670. The L2cache unit 1676 iscoupled toone omore otherlevels ofcache and eventually toamain memory.Byway ofexample, the exemplary register renaming, out-of-order issue/execution corearchitecture may implement the pipeline 1600 asfollows: 1)the instruction fetch 1638 performsthe fetch and length decoding stages 1602 and 1604; 2)the decode unit 1640 performs thedecode stage 1606; 3)the rename/allocator unit 16S2 performs the allocation stage 1608 andrenaming stage 1610; 4)the scheduler unit(s) 16S6 performs the schedule stage 1612; 5)thephysical register file(s) unit(s) 16S8 and the memory unit 1670 perform the register read/memoryread stage 1614; the execution cluster 1660 perform the execute stage 1616; 6)the memory unit1670 and the physical register file(s) unit(s) 1658 perform the write back/memory write stage1618; 7)various units may beinvolved inthe exception handling stage 1622; and 8)theretirement unit 1654 and the physical register file(s) unit(s) 1658 perform the commit stage 1624.The core 1690 may support one ormore instructions sets (e.g., the x86 instruction set (withsome extensions that have been added with newer versions); the MIPS instruction set ofMIPSTechnologies ofSunnyvale, CA; the ARM instruction set (with optional additional extensionssuch asNEON) ofARM Holdings ofSunnyvale, CA), including the instructions) describedherein. Inone embodiment, the core 1690 includes logic tosupport apacked data instruction setextension (e.g., AVX1, AVX2), thereby allowing the operations used bymany multimediaapplications tobeperformed using packed data.Itshould beunderstood that the core may support multithreading (executing two ormoreparallel sets ofoperations orthreads), and may dosoinavariety ofways including time slicedmultithreading, simultaneous multithreading (where asingle physical core provides alogicalcore for each ofthe threads that physical core issimultaneously multithreading), oracombination thereof (e.g., time sliced fetching and decoding and simultaneous multithreadingthereafter such asinthe Intel® Hyperthreading technology).While register renaming isdescribed inthe context ofout-of-order execution, itshould beunderstood that register renaming may beused inanin-order architecture. While the illustratedembodiment ofthe processor also includes separate instruction and data cache units 1634/1674and ashared L2cache unit 1676, alternative embodiments may have asingle internal cache forboth instructions and data, such as, for example, aLevel 1(LI) internal cache, ormultiple levelsofinternal cache. Insome embodiments, the system may include acombination ofaninternalcache and anexternal cache that isexternal tothe core and/or the processor. Alternatively, all ofthe cache may beexternal tothe core and/or the processor.

Specific Exemplary In-Order Core Architecture

Figures 17A-Billustrate ablock diagram ofamore specific exemplary in-order core



architecture, which core would be one of several logic blocks (including other cores of the same

type and/or different types) in a chip. The logic blocks communicate through a high-bandwidth

interconnect network (e.g., a ring network) with some fixed function logic, memory I/O

interfaces, and other necessary I O logic, depending on the application.

Figure 17A is a block diagram of a single processor core, along with its connection to the

on-die interconnect network 1702 and with its local subset of the Level 2 (L2) cache 1704,

according to embodiments of the invention. In one embodiment, an instruction decoder 1700

supports the x86 instruction set with a packed data instruction set extension. An L I cache 1706

allows low-latency accesses to cache memory into the scalar and vector units. While in one

embodiment (to simplify the design), a scalar unit 1708 and a vector unit 1710 use separate

register sets (respectively, scalar registers 11712 and vector registers 1714) and data transferred

between them is written to memory and then read back in from a level 1 (LI) cache 1706,

alternative embodiments of the invention may use a different approach (e.g., use a single register

set or include a communication path that allow data to be transferred between the two register

files without being written and read back).

The local subset of the L2 cache 1704 is part of a global L2 cache that is divided into

separate local subsets, one per processor core. Each processor core has a direct access path to its

own local subset of the L2 cache 1704. Data read by a processor core is stored in its L2 cache

subset 1704 and can be accessed quickly, in parallel with other processor cores accessing their

own local L2 cache subsets. Data written by a processor core is stored in its own L2 cache

subset 1704 and is flushed from other subsets, if necessary. The ring network ensures coherency

for shared data. The ring network is bi-directional to allow agents such as processor cores, L2

caches and other logic blocks to communicate with each other within the chip. Each ring data¬

path is 1012-bits wide per direction.

Figure 17B is an expanded view of part of the processor core in Figure 17A according to

embodiments of the invention. Figure 17B includes an L I data cache 1706A part of the L I

cache 1704, as well as more detail regarding the vector unit 1710 and the vector registers 1714.

Specifically, the vector unit 1710 is a 16-wide vector processing unit (VPU) (see the 16-wide

ALU 1728), which executes one or more of integer, single-precision float, and double-precision

float instructions. The VPU supports swizzling the register inputs with swizzle unit 1720,

numeric conversion with numeric convert units 1722A-B, and replication with replication unit

1724 on the memory input. Write mask registers 1726 allow predicating resulting vector writes.

Processor with integrated memory controller and graphics

Figure 18 is a block diagram of a processor 1800 that may have more than one core, may

have an integrated memory controller, and may have integrated graphics according to



embodiments of the invention. The solid lined boxes in Figure 18 illustrate a processor 1800

with a single core 1802A, a system agent 1810, a set of one or more bus controller units 1816,

while the optional addition of the dashed lined boxes illustrates an alternative processor 1800

with multiple cores 1802A-N, a set of one or more integrated memory controller unit(s) 1814 in

the system agent unit 1810, and special purpose logic 1808.

Thus, different implementations of the processor 1800 may include: 1) a CPU with the

special purpose logic 1808 being integrated graphics and/or scientific (throughput) logic (which

may include one or more cores), and the cores 1802A-N being one or more general purpose

cores (e.g., general purpose in-order cores, general purpose out-of-order cores, a combination of

the two); 2) a coprocessor with the cores 1802A-N being a large number of special purpose cores

intended primarily for graphics and/or scientific (throughput); and 3) a coprocessor with the

cores 1802A-N being a large number of general purpose in-order cores. Thus, the processor 1800

may be a general-purpose processor, coprocessor or special-purpose processor, such as, for

example, a network or communication processor, compression engine, graphics processor,

GPGPU (general purpose graphics processing unit), a high-throughput many integrated core

(MIC) coprocessor (including 30 or more cores), embedded processor, or the like. The processor

may be implemented on one or more chips. The processor 1800 may be a part of and/or may be

implemented on one or more substrates using any of a number of process technologies, such as,

for example, BiCMOS, CMOS, or NMOS.

The memory hierarchy includes one or more levels of cache within the cores, a set or one

or more shared cache units 1806, and external memory (not shown) coupled to the set of

integrated memory controller units 1814. The set of shared cache units 1806 may include one or

more mid-level caches, such as level 2 (L2), level 3 (L3), level 4 (L4), or other levels of cache, a

last level cache (LLC), and/or combinations thereof. While in one embodiment a ring based

interconnect unit 1812 interconnects the integrated graphics logic 1808, the set of shared cache

units 1806, and the system agent unit 1810/integrated memory controller unites) 1814, alternative

embodiments may use any number of well-known techniques for interconnecting such units. In

one embodiment, coherency is maintained between one or more cache units 1806 and cores

1802-A-N.

In some embodiments, one or more of the cores 1802A-N are capable of multi-threading.

The system agent 1810 includes those components coordinating and operating cores 1802A-N.

The system agent unit 1810 may include for example a power control unit (PCU) and a display

unit. The PCU may be or include logic and components needed for regulating the power state of

the cores 1802A-N and the integrated graphics logic 1808. The display unit is for driving one or

more externally connected displays.



The cores 1802A-N may b e homogenous o r heterogeneous i n terms o f architecture

instruction set; that is, two o r more o f the cores 1802A-N may b e capable o f execution the same

instruction set, while others may b e capable o f executing only a subset o f that instruction set o r a

different instruction set.

Exemplary Computer Architectures

Figures 19-21 are block diagrams o f exemplary computer architectures. Other system

designs and configurations known i n the arts for laptops, desktops, handheld PCs, personal

digital assistants, engineering workstations, servers, network devices, network hubs, switches,

embedded processors, digital signal processors (DSPs), graphics devices, video game devices,

set-top boxes, micro controllers, cell phones, portable media players, hand held devices, and

various other electronic devices, are also suitable. I n general, a huge variety o f systems o r

electronic devices capable o f incorporating a processor and/or other execution logic a s disclosed

herein are generally suitable.

Referring now t o Figure 19, shown i s a block diagram o f a system 1 0 0 i n accordance

with one embodiment o f the present invention. The system 1900 may include one o r more

processors 1910, 1915, which are coupled t o a controller hub 1920. I n one embodiment the

controller hub 1920 includes a graphics memory controller hub (GMCH) 1990 and a n

Input/Output Hub (IOH) 1950 (which may b e o n separate chips); the GMCH 1990 includes

memory and graphics controllers t o which are coupled memory 1940 and a coprocessor 1945;

the IOH 1950 i s couples input/output (I/O) devices 1960 t o the GMCH 1990. Alternatively, one

o r both o f the memory and graphics controllers are integrated within the processor (as described

herein), the memory 1940 and the coprocessor 1945 are coupled directly t o the processor 1910,

and the controller hub 1920 i n a single chip with the IOH 1950.

The optional nature o f additional processors 1915 i s denoted i n Figure 19 with broken

lines. Each processor 1910, 1 9 5 may include one o r more o f the processing cores described

herein and may b e some version o f the processor 1800.

The memory 1940 may be, for example, dynamic random access memory (DRAM), phase

change memory (PCM), o r a combination o f the two. For a t least one embodiment, the

controller hub 1920 communicates with the processors) 1910, 1915 via a multi-drop bus, such

a s a frontside bus (FSB), point-to-point interface such a s QuickPath Interconnect (QPI), o r

similar connection 1995.

I n one embodiment, the coprocessor 1945 i s a special-purpose processor, such as, for

example, a high-throughput MIC processor, a network o r communication processor, compression

engine, graphics processor, GPGPU, embedded processor, o r the like. I n one embodiment,

controller hub 1920 may include a n integrated graphics accelerator.



There can beavariety ofdifferences between the physical resources 1910, 1915 interms
ofaspectrum ofmetrics ofmerit including architectural, microarchitectural, thermal, power
consumption characteristics, and the like.

Inone embodiment, the processor 1910 executes instructions that control data processing
operations ofageneral type. Embedded within the instructions may becoprocessor instructions.
The processor 1910 recognizes these coprocessor instructions asbeing ofatype that should be
executed bythe attached coprocessor 194S. Accordingly, the processor 1910 issues these
coprocessor instructions (or control signals representing coprocessor instructions) ona
coprocessor bus orother interconnect, tocoprocessor 1945. Coprocessors) 1945 accept and
execute the received coprocessor instructions.

Referring now toFigure 20, shown isablock diagram ofafirst more specific exemplary
system 2000 inaccordance with anembodiment ofthe present invention. Asshown inFigure

20, multiprocessor system 2000 isapoint-to-point interconnect system, and includes afirst
processor 2070 and asecond processor 2080 coupled via apoint-to-point interconnect 2050.
Each ofprocessors 2070 and 2080 may besome version ofthe processor 1800. Inone
embodiment ofthe invention, processors 2070 and 2080 are respectively processors 1910 and
1915, while coprocessor 2038 iscoprocessor 1945. Inanother embodiment, processors 2070 and
2080 are respectively processor 1910 coprocessor 1945.

Processors 2070 and 2080 are shown including integrated memory controller (IMC) units
2072 and 2082, respectively. Processor 2070 also includes aspart ofits bus controller units
point-to-point (P-P) interfaces 2076 and 2078; similarly, second processor 2080 includes P-P
interfaces 2086 and 2088. Processors 2070, 2080 may exchange information via apoint-to-point
(P-P) interface 2050 using P-P interface circuits 2078, 2088. Asshown inFigure 20, IMCs
2072 and 2082 couple the processors torespective memories, namely amemory 2032 and a
memory 2034, which may beportions ofmain memory locally attached tothe respective
processors.

Processors 2070, 2080 may each exchange information with achipset 2090 via individual
P-P interfaces 2052, 2054 using point topoint interface circuits 2076, 2094, 2086, 2098. Chipset
2090 may optionally exchange information with hecoprocessor 2038 via ahigh-performance
interface 2039. Inone embodiment, the coprocessor 2038 isaspecial-purpose processor, such
as, for example, ahigh-throughput MIC processor, anetwork orcommunication processor,
compression engine, graphics processor, GPGPU, embedded processor, orthe like.

Ashared cache (not shown) may beincluded ineither processor oroutside ofboth
processors, yet connected with the processors via P-P interconnect, such that either orboth
processors' local cache information may bestored inthe shared cache ifaprocessor isplaced



into alow power mode.
Chipset 2090 may becoupled toafirst bus 2016 via aninterface 2096. Inone

embodiment, first bus 2016 may beaPeripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus, orabus
such asaPCI Express bus oranother third generation IOinterconnect bus, although the scope of
the present invention isnot solimited.

Asshown inFigure 20, various I/O devices 2014 may becoupled tofirst bus 2016, along
with abus bridge 2018 which couples first bus 2016 toasecond bus 2020. Inone embodiment,
one ormore additional processors) 2015, such ascoprocessors, high-throughput MIC
processors, GPGPU's, accelerators (such as, e.g., graphics accelerators ordigital signal
processing (DSP) units), field programmable gate arrays, orany other processor, are coupled to
first bus 2016. Inone embodiment, second bus 2020 may bealow pin count (LPC) bus.
Various devices may becoupled toasecond bus 2020 including, for example, akeyboard and/or
mouse 2022, communication devices 2027 and astorage unit 2028 such asadisk drive orother
mass storage device which may include instructions/code and data 2030, inone embodiment.
Further, anaudio IO2024 may becoupled tothe second bus 2020. Note that other architectures
are possible. For example, instead ofthe point-to-point architecture ofFigure 20, asystem may
implement amulti-drop bus orother such architecture.

Referring now toFigure 21, shown isablock diagram ofasecond more specific
exemplary system 2100 inaccordance with anembodiment ofthe present invention. Like
elements inFigures 20 and 21 bear like reference numerals, and certain aspects ofFigure 20

have been omitted from Figure 21 inorder toavoid obscuring other aspects ofFigure 21.

Figure 21 illustrates mat the processors 2070, 2080 may include integrated memory and
IOcontrol logic ("CL") 2072 and 2082, respectively. Thus, the CL2072, 2082 include
integrated memory controller units and include I/O control logic. Figure 21 illustrates that not
only are the memories 2032, 2034 coupled tothe CL2072, 2082, but also that I/O devices 2114
are also coupled tothe control logic 2072, 2082. Legacy I/O devices 2115 are coupled tothe
chipset 2090.

Referring now toFigure 22, shown isablock diagram ofaSoC 2200 inaccordance with
anembodiment ofthe present invention. Similar elements inFigure 18 bear like reference
numerals. Also, dashed lined boxes are optional features onmore advanced SoCs. InFigure 22,

aninterconnect unit(s) 2202 iscoupled to: anapplication processor 2210 which includes aset of
one ormore cores 212A-N and shared cache unit(s) 1806; asystem agent unit 1810; abus
controller unit(s) 1816; anintegrated memory controller unit(s) 1814; aset orone ormore
coprocessors 2220 which may include integrated graphics logic, animage processor, anaudio
processor, and avideo processor, anstatic random access memory (SRAM) unit 2230; adirect



memory access (DMA) unit 2232; and adisplay unit 2240 for coupling toone ormore external
displays. Inone embodiment, the coprocessors) 2220 include aspecial-purpose processor, such
as, for example, anetwork orcommunication processor, compression engine, GPGPU, ahigh-
throughput MIC processor, embedded processor, orthe like.

Embodiments of the mechanisms disclosed herein may beimplemented inhardware,
software, firmware, oracombination ofsuch implementation approaches. Embodiments ofthe
invention may be implemented as computer programs or program code executing on
programmable systems comprising atleast one processor, astorage system (including volatile
and non-volatile memory and/or storage elements), at least one input device, and at least one
output device.

Program code, such ascode 2030 illustrated inFigure 20, may beapplied toinput
instructions toperform the functions described herein and generate output information. The
output information may beapplied toone or more output devices, inknown fashion. For
purposes ofthis application, aprocessing system includes any system that has aprocessor, such
as, for example; adigital signal processor (DSP), amicrocontroller, anapplication specific
integrated circuit (ASIC), oramicroprocessor.

The program code may beimplemented inahigh level procedural orobject oriented
programming language tocommunicate with aprocessing system. The program code may also
beimplemented inassembly ormachine language, ifdesired. Intact, the mechanisms described
herein are not limited inscope toany particular programming language. Inany case, the
language may beacompiled orinterpreted language.

One ormore aspects ofatleast one embodiment may beimplemented byrepresentative
instructions stored onamachine-readable medium which represents various logic within the
processor, which when read byamachine causes the machine tofabricate logic toperform the
techniques described herein. Such representations, known as"IP cores" may bestored ona
tangible, machine readable medium and supplied tovarious customers or manufacturing
facilities toload into the fabrication machines that actually make the logic orprocessor.

Such machine-readable storage media may include, without limitation, non-transitory,
tangible arrangements ofarticles manufactured orformed byamachine ordevice, including
storage media such ashard disks, any other type ofdisk including floppy disks, optical disks,
compact disk read-only memories (CD-ROMs), compact disk rewritable 's (CD-RWs), and
magneto-optical disks, semiconductor devices such asread-only memories (ROMs), random
access memories (RAMs) such asdynamic random access memories (DRAMs), static random
access memories (SRAMs), erasable programmable read-only memories (EPROMs), flash
memories, electrically erasable programmable read-only memories (EEPROMs), phase change



memory (PCM), magnetic or optical cards, or any other type of media suitable for storing

electronic instructions.

Accordingly, embodiments of the invention also include non-transitory, tangible machine-

readable media containing instructions or containing design data, such as Hardware Description

Language (HDL), which defines structures, circuits, apparatuses, processors and/or system

features described herein. Such embodiments may also b e referred to as program products.

Emulation (including binary translation, code morphing, etc)

In some cases, an instruction converter may be used to convert an instruction from a source

instruction set to a target instruction set. For example, the instruction converter may translate

(e.g., using static binary translation, dynamic binary translation including dynamic compilation),

morph, emulate, or otherwise convert an instruction to one or more other instructions to be

processed by the core. The instruction converter may be implemented in software, hardware,

firmware, or a combination thereof. The instruction converter may b e on processor, off

processor, or part on and part off processor.

Figure 23 is a block diagram contrasting the use of a software instruction converter to

convert binary instructions in a source instruction set to binary instructions in a target instruction

set according to embodiments of the invention. In the illustrated embodiment, the instruction

converter is a software instruction converter, although alternatively the instruction converter may

be implemented in software, firmware, hardware, or various combinations thereof. Figure 23

shows a program in a high level language 2302 may b e compiled using an x86 compiler 2304 to

generate x86 binary code 2306 that may b e natively executed by a processor with at least one

x86 instruction set core 2316. The processor with at least one x86 instruction set core 2316

represents any processor that can perform substantially the same functions as an Intel processor

with at least one x86 instruction set core by compatibly executing or otherwise processing (1) a

substantial portion of the instruction set of the Intel x86 instruction set core or (2) object code

versions of applications or other software targeted to run on an Intel processor with at least one

x86 instruction set core, in order to achieve substantially the same result as an Intel processor

with at least one x86 instruction set core. The x86 compiler 2304 represents a compiler that is

operable to generate x86 binary code 2306 (e.g., object code) that can, with or without additional

linkage processing, b e executed on the processor with at least one x86 instruction set core 2316.

Similarly, Figure 23 shows the program in the high level language 2302 may b e compiled using

an alternative instruction set compiler 2308 to generate alternative instruction set binary code

2310 that may b e natively executed by a processor without at least one x86 instruction set core

2314 (e.g., a processor with cores that execute the MIPS instruction set of MIPS Technologies of

Sunnyvale, CA and/or mat execute the ARM instruction set of ARM Holdings of Sunnyvale,



CA). The instruction converter 2312 is used to convert the x86 binary code 2306 into code that

may be natively executed by the processor without an x86 instruction set core 2314. This

converted code is not likely to be the same as the alternative instruction set binary code 2310

because an instruction converter capable of this is difficult to make; however, the converted code

will accomplish the general operation and be made up of instructions from the alternative

instruction set. Thus, the instruction converter 2312 represents software, firmware, hardware, or

a combination thereof that, through emulation, simulation or any other process, allows a

processor or other electronic device that does not have an x86 instruction set processor or core to

execute the x86 binary code 2306.

Components, features, and details described for any of Figures 1-2 and 5-11 may also

optionally apply to any of Figures 3-4. Moreover, components, features, and details described

for any of the apparatus may also optionally apply to any of the methods, which in embodiments

may be performed by and/or with such apparatus. Any of the processors described herein may

be included in any of the computer systems disclosed herein (e.g., Figures 19-23). In some

embodiments, the computer system may include a dynamic random access memory (DRAM).

Alternatively, the computer system may include a type of volatile memory that does not need to

be refreshed or flash memory. The instructions disclosed herein may be performed with any of

the processors shown herein, having any of the microarchitectures shown herein, on any of the

systems shown herein. The instructions disclosed herein may have any of the features of the

instruction formats shown herein (e.g., in Figures 12-14).

In the description and claims, the terms "coupled" and/or "connected," along with their

derivatives, may have be used. These terms are not intended as synonyms for each other.

Rather, in embodiments, "connected" may be used to indicate that two or more elements are in

direct physical and/or electrical contact with each other. "Coupled" may mean mat two or more

elements are in direct physical and/or electrical contact with each other. However, "coupled"

may also mean that two or more elements are not in direct contact with each other, but yet still

co-operate or interact with each other. For example, an execution unit may be coupled with a

register and/or a decode unit through one or more intervening components. In the figures,

arrows are used to show connections and couplings.

In the description and/or claims, the terms "logic," "unit," "module," or "component," may

have been used. Each of these terms may be used to refer to hardware, firmware, software, or

various combinations thereof. In example embodiments, each of these terms may refer to

integrated circuitry, application specific integrated circuits, analog circuits, digital circuits,

programmed logic devices, memory devices including instructions, and the like, and various

combinations thereof. In some embodiments, these may include at least some hardware(e.g.,



transistors, gates, other circuitry components, etc.).

The term "and/or" may have been used. A s used herein, the term "and/or" means one o r

the other o r both (e.g., A and/or B means A o r B o r both A and B).

I n the description above, specific details have been set forth i n order t o provide a thorough

understanding o f the embodiments. However, other embodiments may b e practiced without

some o f these specific details. The scope o f the invention i s not t o b e determined b y the specific

examples provided above, but only b y the claims below. I n other instances, well-known circuits,

structures, devices, and operations have been shown i n block diagram form and/or without detail

i n order t o avoid obscuring the understanding o f the description. Where considered appropriate,

reference numerals, o r terminal portions o f reference numerals, have been repeated among the

figures t o indicate corresponding o r analogous elements, which may optionally have similar o r

the same characteristics, unless specified o r clearly apparent otherwise.

Certain operations may b e performed b y hardware components, o r may b e embodied i n

machine-executable o r circuit-executable instructions, that may b e used t o cause and/or result i n

a machine, circuit, o r hardware component (e.g., a processor, potion o f a processor, circuit, etc.)

programmed with the instructions performing the operations. The operations may also

optionally b e performed b y a combination o f hardware and software. A processor, machine,

circuit, o r hardware may include specific o r particular circuitry o r other logic (e.g., hardware

potentially combined with firmware and/or software) i s operative t o execute and/or process the

instruction and store a result i n response t o the instruction.

Some embodiments include a n article o f manufacture (e.g., a computer program product)

that includes a machine-readable medium. The medium may include a mechanism that provides,

for example stores, information i n a form that i s readable b y the machine. The machine-readable

medium may provide, o r have stored thereon, a n instruction o r sequence o f instructions, that i f

and/or when executed b y a machine are operative t o cause the machine t o perform and/or result

i n the machine performing one o r operations, methods, o r techniques disclosed herein.

I n some embodiments, the machine-readable medium may include a non-transitory

machine-readable storage medium. For example, the non-transitory machine-readable storage

medium may include a floppy diskette, a n optical storage medium, a n optical disk, a n optical

data storage device, a CD-ROM, a magnetic disk, a magneto-optical disk, a read only memory

(ROM), a programmable ROM (PROM), a n eraable-and-rjrognimmable ROM (EPROM), a n

electrically-erasable-and-programmable ROM (EEPROM), a random access memory (RAM), a

static-RAM (SRAM), a dynamic-RAM (DRAM), a Flash memory, a phase-change memory, a

phase-change data storage material, a non-volatile memory, a non-volatile data storage device, a

non-transitory memory, a non-transitory data storage device, o r the like. The non-transitory



machine-readable storage medium does not consist ofatransitory propagated signal. Insome
embodiments, the storage medium may include atangible medium that includes solid matter.

Examples ofsuitable machines include, but are not limited to, ageneral-purpose processor,
aspecial-purpose processor, adigital logic circuit, anintegrated circuit, orthe like. Still other
examples ofsuitable machines include acomputer system orother electronic device that includes
aprocessor, adigital logic circuit, oranintegrated circuit. Examples ofsuch computer systems
or electronic devices include, but are not limited to, desktop computers, laptop computers,
notebook computers, tablet computers, netbooks, smartphones, cellular phones, servers, network
devices (e.g., routers and switches.), Mobile Internet devices (MIDs), media players, smart
televisions, nettops, set-top boxes, and video game controllers.

Reference throughout this specification to"one embodiment," "an embodiment," "one or
more embodiments," "some embodiments," for example, indicates that aparticular feature may
beincluded inthe practice ofthe invention but isnot necessarily required tobe. Similarly, inthe
description various features are sometimes grouped together inasingle embodiment, Figure, or
description thereof for the purpose ofstreamlining hedisclosure and aiding inthe understanding
ofvarious inventive aspects. This method ofdisclosure, however, isnot tobeinterpreted as
reflecting anintention that the invention requires more features than are expressly recited ineach
claim. Rather, asthe following claims reflect, inventive aspects lie inless than all features ofa
single disclosed embodiment. Thus, the claims following the Detailed Description are hereby
expressly incorporated into this Detailed Description, with each claim standing onits own asa
separate embodiment ofthe invention.

EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS
The following examples pertain tofurther embodiments. Specifics inthe examples may be

used anywhere inone ormore embodiments.
Example 1isaprocessor that includes adecode unit todecode adata element comparison

instruction. The data element comparison instruction istoindicate afirst source packed data
operand that istoinclude atleast four data elements, istoindicate asecond source packed data
operand that istoinclude atleast four data elements, and istoindicate one ormore destination
storage locations. The processor also includes anexecution unit coupled with the decode unit.
The execution unit, inresponse tothe data element comparison instruction, istostore atleast one
result mask operand inthe one ormore destination storage locations. The atleast one result
mask operand istoinclude adifferent mask element for each corresponding data element inone
ofthe first and second source packed data operands inasame relative position. Each mask
element istoindicate whether the corresponding data element inthe one ofthe first and second
source packed data operands equals any ofthe data elements inthe other ofthe first and second



source packed data operands.

Example 2 includes the processor of Example 1, in which the execution unit, in response to

the instruction, is to store two result mask operands in the one or more destination storage

locations. The two result mask operands are to include a first result mask operand that is to

include a different mask element for each corresponding data element in the first source packed

data operand in a same relative position. Each mask element of the first result mask operand to

indicate whether the corresponding data element in the first source packed data operand equals

any of the data elements in the second source packed data operand. A second result mask

operand is to include a different mask element for each corresponding data element in the second

source packed data operand in a same relative position. Each mask element of the second result

mask operand is to indicate whether the corresponding data element in the second source packed

data operand equals any of the data elements in the first source packed data operand.

Example 3 includes the processor of Example 2, in which the one or more destination

storage locations comprise a first mask register and a second mask register, and in which the

execution unit, in response to the instruction, is to store the first result mask operand in the first

mask register and is to store the second result mask operand in the second mask register.

Example 4 includes the processor of Example 2, in which the one or more destination

storage locations comprise a single mask register, and in which the execution unit, in response to

the instruction, is to store the first result mask operand and the second result mask operand in the

single mask register.

Example 5 includes the processor of Example 4, in which the execution unit, in response to

the instruction, is to store the first result mask operand in a least significant portion of the single

mask register and is to store the second result mask operand in a portion of the single mask

register more significant than the least significant portion.

Example 6 includes the processor of Example 1, in which the execution unit, in response to

the instruction, is to store both a first result mask operand and a second result mask operand in a

packed data register, and in which each data element in the packed data register is to have both a

mask element of the first result mask operand and a mask element of the second result mask

operand.

Example 7 includes the processor of Example 1, in which the execution unit, in response to

the instruction, is to store a single result mask operand in a single mask register.

Example 8 includes the processor of Example 1, in which the execution unit, in response to

the instruction, is to store the at least one result mask operand in at least one mask register, and

in which an instruction set of the processor includes masked packed data instructions that are

operative to indicate the at least one mask register as a storage location for a source mask



operand that istobeused tomask apacked data operation.Example 9includes the processor ofany one ofExamples 1to8,inwhich the executionunit, inresponse tothe instruction, istostore anumber ofresult mask bits inthe atleast oneresult mask operand that isnot more than anumber ofdata elements inthe first and secondsource packed data operands. Example 10includes the processor ofany one ofExamples 1to8,inwhich the executionunit, inresponse tothe instruction, istostore the atleast one result mask operand inwhich eachmask element includes asingle mask bit.Example 1includes the processor ofany one ofExamples 1to8,inwhich the decodeunit istodecode the instruction that istoindicate the first source packed data operand that istoinclude atleast eight data elements, and toindicate the second source packed data operand mat istoinclude atleast eight data elements. Example 12includes the processor ofany one ofExamples 1to8,inwhich the decode unitistodecode the instruction that istoindicate the first source packed data operand which istoinclude atleast 512-bits, and istoindicate the second source packed data operand which istoinclude atleast 512-bits. Example 13isamethod inaprocessor including receiving adata element comparisoninstruction. The data element comparison instruction indicating afirst source packed dataoperand including atleast four data elements, indicating asecond source packed data operandincluding atleast four data elements, indicating one ormore destination storage locations. Themethod also includes storing atleast one result mask operand inthe one ormore destinationstorage locations inresponse tothe data element comparison instruction. The atleast one resultmask operand including adifferent mask element for each corresponding data element inone ofthe first and second source packed data operands inasame relative position. Each mask elementindicating whether the corresponding data element inthe one ofthe first and second sourcepacked data operands equals any ofthe data elements inthe other ofthe first and second sourcepacked data operands. Example 14includes the method ofExample 13, inwhich storing includes storing afirstresult mask operand inthe one ormore destination storage locations. The first result maskoperand including adifferent mask element for each corresponding data element inthe firstsource packed data operand inasame relative position. Each mask element ofthe first resultmask operand indicating whether the corresponding data element inthe first source packed dataoperand equals any ofthe data elements inthe second source packed data operand. Also, inwhich storing includes storing asecond result mask operand inthe one ormore destinationstorage locations. The second result mask operand including adifferent mask element for each



corresponding data element inthe second source packed data operand inasame relative position.Each mask element ofthe second result mask operand indicating whether the corresponding dataelement inthe second source packed data operand equals any ofthe data elements inthe firstsource packed data operand. Example ISincludes the method ofExample 14, inwhich storing the first result maskoperand includes storing the first result mask operand inafirst mask register, and inwhichstoring the second result mask operand includes storing the second result mask operand inasecond mask register. Example 16includes the method ofExample 14, inwhich storing the first result maskoperand and storing the second result mask operand includes storing both the first and secondresult mask operands inasingle mask register.Example 17includes the method ofExample 13, inwhich storing the atleast one resultmask operand inthe one ormore destination storage locations includes storing both afirst resultmask operand and asecond result mask operand inaresult packed data operand.Example 18includes the method ofExample 13, further including receiving amaskedpacked data instruction indicating the atleast one result mask operand asapredicate operand.Example 19isasystem toprocess instructions including aninterconnect, and aprocessorcoupled with the interconnect. The processor istoreceive adata element comparisoninstruction. The instruction istoindicate afirst source packed data operand that istoinclude atleast four data elements, istoindicate asecond source packed data operand that istoinclude atleast four data elements, and istoindicate one ormore destination storage locations. Theprocessor, inresponse tothe instruction, istostore atleast one result mask operand inthe one ormore destination storage locations. The atleast one result mask operand istoinclude adifferentmask bit for each corresponding data element inone ofthe first and second source packed dataoperands inasame relative position. Each mask bit istoindicate whether the corresponding dataelement inthe one ofthe first and second source packed data operands equals any ofthe dataelements inthe other ofthe first and second source packed data operands. The system alsoincludes adynamic random access memory (DRAM) coupled with the interconnect. TheDRAM optionally stores asparse vector-sparse vector arithmetic algorithm. The sparse vector-sparse vector arithmetic algorithm optionally includes amasked data element consolidationinstruction that istoindicate the atleast one result mask operand asasource operand tomask adata element consolidation operation. Example 20includes the system ofExample 19, inwhich the execution unit inresponse tothe instruction istostore two result mask operands each corresponding toadifferent one ofthesource packed data operands, inwhich the two result mask operands are tobestored inatleast



one mask register.
Example 21isanarticle ofmanufacture including anon-transitory machine-readable

storage medium. The non-transitory machine-readable storage medium storing adata element
comparison instruction. The instruction istoindicate afirst source packed data operand that isto
include atleast four data elements, toindicate asecond source packed data operand that isto
include atleast four data elements, and toindicate one ormore destination storage locations.
The instruction ifexecuted byamachine istocause the machine toperform operations including
store afirst result mask operand inthe one ormore destination storage locations. The first result
mask operand toinclude adifferent mask bit for each corresponding data element inthe first
source packed data operand inasame relative position. Each mask bit toindicating whether the
corresponding data element inthe first source packed data operand equals any ofthe data
elements inthe second source packed data operand.

Example 22includes the article ofmanufacture ofExample 21, inwhich the instruction if
executed byamachine istocause the machine toperform operations including store asecond
result mask operand inthe one ormore destination storage locations. Also, optionally inwhich
the one ormore destination storage locations comprise atleast one mask register. Also,
optionally inwhich the first and second result mask operands together have nomore mask bits
than anumber ofdata elements inthe first and second source packed data operands.

Example 23includes the processor ofany one ofExamples 1to8,further including an
optional branch prediction unit topredict branches, and anoptional instruction prefetch unit,
coupled with the branch prediction unit, the instruction prefetch unit toprefetch instructions
including the data element comparison instruction. The processor may also optionally include a
optional level 1(LI) instruction cache coupled with the instruction prefetch unit, the L
instruction cache tostore instructions, anoptional LIdata cache tostore data, and anoptional
level 2(L2) cache tostore data and instructions. The processor may also optionally include an
instruction fetch unit coupled with the decode unit, the LIinstruction cache, and the L2cache, to
fetch the data element comparison instruction, insome cases from one ofthe LIinstruction
cache and the L2cache, and toprovide the data element comparison instruction tothe decode
unit. The processor may also optionally include aregister rename unit torename registers, an
optional scheduler toschedule one ormore operations that have been decoded from the data
element comparison instruction for execution, and anoptional commit unit tocommit execution
results ofthe data element comparison instruction.

Example 24includes asystem-on-chip that includes atleast one interconnect, the processor
ofany one ofExamples 1to8coupled with the atleast one interconnect, anoptional graphics
processing unit (GPU) coupled with the atleast one interconnect, anoptional digital signal



processor (DSP) coupled with the at least one interconnect, an optional display controller

coupled with the at least one interconnect, an optional memory controller coupled with the at

least one interconnect, an optional wireless modem coupled with the at least one interconnect, an

optional image signal processor coupled with the at least one interconnect, an optional Universal

Serial Bus (USB) 3.0 compatible controller coupled with the at least one interconnect, an

optional Bluetooth 4.1 compatible controller coupled with the at least one interconnect, and an

optional wireless transceiver controller coupled with the at least one interconnect.

Example 25 is a processor or other apparatus to perform or operative to perform the

method of any one of Examples 13 to 18.

Example 26 is a processor or other apparatus that includes means for performing the

method of any one of Examples 13 to 18.

Example 27 is an article of manufacture that includes an optionally non-transitory

machine-readable medium, which optionally stores or otherwise provides an instruction, which if

and/or when executed by a processor, computer system, electronic device, or other machine, is

operative to cause the machine to perform the method of any one of Examples 13 to 18.

Example 2 8 is a processor or other apparatus substantially as described herein.

Example 29 is a processor or other apparatus that is operative to perform any method

substantially as described herein.

Example 30 is a processor or other apparatus to perform (e.g., that has components to

perform or that is operative to perform) any data element comparison instruction substantially as

described herein.

Example 3 1 is a computer system or other electronic device that includes a processor

having a decode unit to decode instructions of a first instruction set. The processor also has one

or more execution units. The electronic device also includes a storage device coupled with the

processor. The storage device is to store a first instruction, which may b e any of the data

element comparison instructions substantially as disclosed herein, and which is to be of a second

instruction set. The storage device is also to store instructions to convert the first instruction into

one or more instructions of the first instruction set. The one or more instructions of the first

instruction set, when performed by the processor, are to cause the processor to store any of the

results of the first instruction disclosed herein.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A processor comprising:

a decode unit to decode a data element comparison instruction, the data element

comparison instruction to indicate a first source packed data operand that is to include at least

four data elements, to indicate a second source packed data operand that is to include at least

four data elements, and to indicate one or more destination storage locations; and

an execution unit coupled with the decode unit, the execution unit, in response to the data

element comparison instruction, to store at least one result mask operand in the one or more

destination storage locations, the at least one result mask operand to include a different mask

element for each corresponding data element in one of the first and second source packed data

operands in a same relative position, each mask element to indicate whether the corresponding

data element in said one of the first and second source packed data operands equals any of the

data elements in the other of the first and second source packed data operands.

2. The processor of claim 1, wherein the execution unit, in response to the

instruction, is to store two result mask operands in the one or more destination storage locations,

the two result mask operands to include:

a first result mask operand that is to include a different mask element for each

corresponding data element in the first source packed data operand in a same relative position,

each mask element of the first result mask operand to indicate whether the corresponding data

element in the first source packed data operand equals any of the data elements in the second

source packed data operand; and

a second result mask operand that is to include a different mask element for each

corresponding data element in the second source packed data operand in a same relative position,

each mask element of the second result mask operand to indicate whether the corresponding data

element in the second source packed data operand equals any of the data elements in the first

source packed data operand.

3. The processor of claim 2, wherein the one or more destination storage locations

comprise a first mask register and a second mask register, and wherein the execution unit, in

response to the instruction, is to store the first result mask operand in the first mask register and

is to store the second result mask operand in the second mask register.

4. The processor of claim 2, wherein the one or more destination storage locations

comprise a single mask register, and wherein the execution unit, in response to the instruction, is

to store the first result mask operand and the second result mask operand in the single mask

register.



5. The processor ofclaim 4,wherein the execution unit, inresponse tothe
instruction, istostore the first result mask operand inaleast significant portion ofthe single
mask register and istostore the second result mask operand inaportion ofthe single mask
register more significant than the least significant portion.

6. The processor ofclaim 1,wherein the execution unit, inresponse tothe
instruction, istostore both afirst result mask operand and asecond result mask operand ina
packed data register, and wherein each data element inthe packed data register istohave both a
mask element ofthe first result mask operand and amask element ofthe second result mask
operand.

7. The processor ofclaim 1,wherein the execution unit, inresponse tothe
instruction, istostore asingle result mask operand inasingle mask register.

8. The processor ofclaim 1,wherein the execution unit, inresponse tothe
instruction, istostore the atleast one result mask operand inatleast one mask register, and
wherein aninstruction set ofthe processor includes masked packed data instructions that are
operative toindicate the atleast one mask register asastorage location for asource mask
operand that istobeused tomask apacked data operation.

9. The processor ofany one ofclaims 1to8,wherein the execution unit, inresponse
tothe instruction, istostore anumber ofresult mask bits inthe atleast one result mask operand
that isnot more than anumber ofdata elements inthe first and second source packed data
operands.

10. The processor ofany one ofclaims 1to8,wherein the execution unit, inresponse
tothe instruction, istostore the atleast one result mask operand inwhich each mask element
comprises asingle mask bit.

11. The processor ofany one ofclaims 1to8,wherein the decode unit istodecode
the instruction that istoindicate the first source packed data operand that istoinclude atleast
eight data elements, and toindicate the second source packed data operand that istoinclude at
least eight data elements.

12. The processor ofany one ofclaims 1to8,wherein the decode unit istodecode
the instruction that istoindicate the first source packed data operand which istoinclude atleast
512-bits, and istoindicate the second source packed data operand which istoinclude atleast
512-bits.

13. Amethod inaprocessor comprising:
receiving adata element comparison instruction, the data element comparison instruction

indicating afirst source packed data operand including atleast four data elements, indicating a
second source packed data operand including atleast four data elements, indicating one ormore



destination storage locations; and

storing at least one result mask operand in the one or more destination storage locations in

response to the data element comparison instruction, the at least one result mask operand

including a different mask element for each corresponding data element in one of the first and

second source packed data operands in a same relative position, each mask element indicating

whether the corresponding data element in said one of the first and second source packed data

operands equals any of the data elements in the other of the first and second source packed data

operands.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein storing comprises:

storing a first result mask operand in the one or more destination storage locations, the first

result mask operand including a different mask element for each corresponding data element in

the first source packed data operand in a same relative position, each mask element of the first

result mask operand indicating whether the corresponding data element in the first source packed

data operand equals any of the data elements in the second source packed data operand; and

storing a second result mask operand in the one or more destination storage locations, the

second result mask operand including a different mask element for each corresponding data

element in the second source packed data operand in a same relative position, each mask element

of the second result mask operand indicating whether the corresponding data element in the

second source packed data operand equals any of the data elements in the first source packed

data operand.

1 . The method of claim 14, wherein storing the first result mask operand comprises

storing the first result mask operand in a first mask register, and wherein storing the second

result mask operand comprises storing the second result mask operand in a second mask register.

16. The method of claim 14, wherein storing the first result mask operand and storing

the second result mask operand comprises storing both the first and second result mask operands

in a single mask register.

17. The method of claim 13, wherein storing the at least one result mask operand in

the one or more destination storage locations comprises storing both a first result mask operand

and a second result mask operand in a result packed data operand.

18. The method of claim 13, further comprising receiving a masked packed data

instruction indicating the at least one result mask operand as a predicate operand.

19. A system to process instructions comprising:

an interconnect;

a processor coupled with the interconnect, the processor to receive a data element

comparison instruction, the instruction indicate a first source packed data operand that isto



include a t least four data elements, to indicate a second source packed data operand that is to

include a t least four data elements, and to indicate one o r more destination storage locations, the

processor, in response to the instruction, to store at least one result mask operand in the one o r

more destination storage locations, the at least one result mask operand to include a different

mask bit for each corresponding data element in one o f the first and second source packed data

operands in a same relative position, each mask bit to indicate whether the corresponding data

element in said one o f the first and second source packed data operands equals any o f the data

elements in the other o f the first and second source packed data operands; and

a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) coupled with the interconnect, the DRAM

storing a sparse vector-sparse vector arithmetic algorithm, the sparse vector-sparse vector

arithmetic algorithm to include a masked data element consolidation instruction that i s to

indicate the a t least one result mask operand a s a source operand to mask a data element

consolidation operation.

20. The system o f claim 19, wherein the execution unit in response to the instruction

i s to store two result mask operands each corresponding to a different one o f the source packed

data operands, wherein the two result mask operands are to b e stored in a t least one mask

register.

21. A n article o f manufacture comprising a non-transitory machine-readable storage

medium, the non-transitory machine-readable storage medium storing a data element comparison

instruction,

the instruction to indicate a first source packed data operand that i s to include at least four

data elements, to indicate a second source packed data operand that i s to include a t least four

data elements, and to indicate one o r more destination storage locations, and the instruction if

executed b y a machine i s to cause h e machine to perform operations comprising:

store a first result mask operand in the one o r more destination storage locations, the first

result mask operand to include a different mask bit for each corresponding data element in the

first source packed data operand in a same relative position, each mask bit to indicating whether

the corresponding data element in the first source packed data operand equals any o f the data

elements in the second source packed data operand.

22. The article o f manufacture o f claim 2 1, wherein the instruction if executed b y a

machine i s to cause the machine to perform operations comprising store a second result mask

operand in the one o r more destination storage locations, and wherein the one o r more

destination storage locations comprise at least one mask register, and wherein the first and

second result mask operands together have n o more mask bits than a number o f data elements in

the first and second source packed data operands.



23. An apparatus comprising means for performing the method of any one of claims

13 to 18.

24. An article of manufacture comprising a machine-readable medium, which stores

an instruction, which if executed by a machine, is operative to cause the machine to perform the

method of any one of claims 13 to 18.

25. An electronic device comprising an interconnect, the processor of any one of claims 1

to 8 coupled with the interconnect, and a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) coupled

with the interconnect.
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